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By Les Seago
umors that The University of Memphis offers an is demanding, and some find it very stressful."
academic version of the Marines' infamous boot
Applicants for the five-semester program must
have at least three years of a foreign language,
camp are only partially true .
Students in the International Master of Busi- plus strong backgrounds in calculus, statistics and
ne s Aclministration (IMBA) degree program are computing. Once admitted, students are required
ot required to shave their heads; nobody is asked to take graduate classes in French, Spanish, Chito do ush-ups in front of the class; and no drill nese or German, along with courses in foreign
ergeants scream epithets at those who fall by culture and international business practices.
The program consists of 56
the scliolastic wayside.
semester hours of study as
Potenbalj nternational The University of Memphis' new
well as several noncredit
business executives must,
ho;weve , e ome fluent- International Master of Business
seminars dealing with foreign
cultures.
me:rely conver- Administration program provides
sant-in at least one for"Is it worth it?" muses
students with a competitive edge Laurie McSwiggin, a memeign language. They are
ber of the first IMBA class.
expected to give up part- in the global m~rketplace.
"It proved that I can be as
time jobs and normal social lives for two years. And students must spend good as anybody. I've learned a lot and I have great
a semester working as unpaid junior executives references and contacts."
for companies in foreign lands.
The IMBA program was designed by faculty
"It is a very tough program," says Dr. David in the Wang Center for International Business,
Kemme, an international economist who directs which was created in 1989 to provide internathe two-year-old IMBA program at The U ofM. "It tional business education and to encourage

Photo m ontage by Jim Cloud
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Mid-South businesses to join the international
marketplace. Part of the Fogelman College of Business and Economics, the Wang Center is one of 25
U.S . Department of Education Centers for International Business and Research.
Dr. Ben Kedia, who heads the Wang Center and
holds the Robert Wang Chair of Excellence in
International Business, sees the IMBA program as
a key part of the center's mission.
"If we are going to encourage international business in the Mid-South, we must train people to do
international business," Dr. Kedia says.
"It is a totally integrated program designed for
students to acquire a working experience of a
foreign language, learn culture and business
practices of other countries, obtain expertise in
internationally focused business courses and gain
overseas experience through the international
internship."
Dr. William J . Thompson, interim chairman of
the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures, says the foreign language requirement is one
of the IMBA program's key ingredients.
''We see the language aspect as being absolutely
crucial-an invaluable skill for anybody who plans
to become involved in international business," says
Dr. Thompson, who has been involved in developing the IMBA curriculum. "There are a lot of people
graduating with MBAs. Ifyou have language skills,
you are going to be extremely attractive to employers."
The U of M program offers more than just an
MBA degree with a foreign language requirement.
Even before students begin the formal program, a
summer session allows those lacking computer
skills and foreign language fluency to meet the

!MBA participants visit near the 19th century carved
archway in front of the Wang Center for
International Business. Pictured are (foreground) Dr.
David Kemme and Karine Christin; (back, from left)
Laurie McSwiggin, Jeffrey Whitworth and Dr. Ben
Kedia. (Photo by Mike Murray)

basic requirements.
IMBA students study managerial accounting,
economic theory and financial management during
the first semester. In addition to language studies,
students participate in seminars on organizations
and foreign business culture. The following semesters are filled with courses ranging from international marketing management and managing global
production operations to seminars on regional geography and politics.
The program prepares students to enter the
international business world and make meaningful contributions to their companies, says Dr.
Kemme, who holds the William N. Morris Chair
of Excellence in International Economics. The
University of South Carolina and the American
Graduate School of Management in Arizona are
the only programs in the nation similar to the
one at The University of Memphis.
Students who had no previous business experience have found success in the program.
A graduate of the University of Massachusetts
at Lowell, Laurie McSwiggin arrived at The U of M
with a degree in Spanish.
"I didn't want to be a teacher," she says. "I saw
an information card about this program and decided to see what it was like."
All McSwiggin knew about Memphis was that

it was the home of Elvis Presley. Because she
lacked business preparation in college, McSwiggen found the IMBA program tough. But she
notes some students with business degrees had
difficulty with the foreign language requirement.
"Everyone had problems of some kind," she
says, adding that students work together to help
each other.
"Our group bonded," McSwiggin recalls. ''We
became good friends."
For her internship semester, McSwiggin
was assigned to Mexico City, where she helped a
division of the Texaco Co. organize a marketing
department. Most of her duties involved working
with a marketing consultant from Miami.
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Christin says.
Jeffrey Whitworth (B.A. '92) earned a degree in
French at'The U ofM after working in the construction industry for several years after high school.
"I was going to get an MBA anyway when the
international program opened up," he says. "The
timing was right."
One of the program's older students at age .32,
Whitworth found his language skills, computer
knowledge and construction experience helpful
during his internship. He was assigned to a French
company that manufactures closet doors.
"They wanted to work on marketing," Whitworth
says. "They found out I had some computer skills,
so I developed a spread sheet that tracked sales
trends in different countries ."
The internships are designed to give students
more than just a quick look at a business, Dr.
Kemme says. Companies participating in the program are expected to provide legitimate job experiences.
"Other universities offer internships, but most
of them are not mandatory," Dr. Kemme says.
McSwiggin says she is thankful for the experience she gained during her internship.
"This was probably the most important part of
the program," she notes. ''We were not running
copying machines. We had to learn the culture
and the language, and we found out what
working in an international business is really
like. I'm in a real good position now to get into
the job market."

"I learned about Texaco and about marketing,"
she says. "And I learned a lot about the consultant's business."
Although McSwiggin's internship was scheduled to end in early December, Texaco officials
asked her to return after Christmas vacation to
spend three more weeks with the company. Texaco
paid her expenses to return.
"My internship turned into a real job," she says.
"They decided to hire someone to do the work I had
been doing, and I was asked to train my own
replacement."
Karine Christin completed her internship at
the Memphis-based Wang's International Inc., a
company that imports craft and home-decor
products. A native of France who had studied
at other American universities, Christin
researched the European market and compiled a company guide for dealing with the
countries' regulations.
"They had been importing products for years,
but they had not done very much exporting,"
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A CLOSER

He has been charged by rhinos in Africa, jumped by lions in the bush and had his pockets
picked by monkeys in Thailand. It's all in a day's work for this University alumnus.
By Elizabeth W. Marshburn
tudy the glowing scarlet eyes of a
diminutive tree frog; examine the
brilliant scales on the timeworn face
of a panther chameleon; marvel at
the iridescent plumage of a blue and
yellow macaw. To look at Jack Kenner's photographs is to peer through a magnifying glass into
the soul of the animal kingdom.
Such amplified views of nature have garnered
national acclaim for The University of Memphis
film production graduate. Kenner (B.A. '76) began
narrowing his focus 13
years ago when a Life
magazine editor advised
him to "get in closer" to
his subjects. Today,
Kenner's gallery teems
with detailed images of
beasts . Half-inch long
chameleons and fistsized horned toads share
the walls with rotund
rhinos and a lioness satiated after a kill.

"I want to make these creatures larger than
life so viewers will be startled by their hidden
beauty," explains Kenner. "Some of the animals I
shoot are so small you would never see them in
the wild. Others are rare or endangered. Only
through photography can I show them to you."
The intrepid hunter often goes to extremes when
stalking his prey. "That's a charging lion," he says,
pointing to an enormous print in his gallery. "That's
a charging rhino in Africa. See how his tail is up?
When he raises his tail and lowers his head and
your only protection is a
camera lens, your heart will
know true excitement.
"To be a real macho man,
you go out camouflaged and
sit in a tree waiting to shoot
an animal 100 yards away
with a rifle. Come with me
to within 20 feet with a camera and walk away and talk
about it. My trophy is the
photograph. That animal is
still alive," says Kenner,
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pointing to a framed photo. "You can go out tomorrow and photograph him again. But if you go out
and shoot that lion, that's it. He's history."
Kenner is in constant motion when describing
the creatures he has encountered.Now he waddles
and flaps his arms in a comical imitation of a
yellow-eyed penguin. Moments later, he stomps
his feet to replicate the sound of a rhino charge.
Soon he's an enraged lion, pouncing across the
room toward his listeners. This enthusiasm permeates his work and provides impetus for myriad
projects, ranging from commercial photography
to film production.
Though advertising, editorial and corporate
work pay the bills, Kenner professes a passion for
fine-art photography. A harmonious marriage of
beauty and beast is evident in a calendar and
poster series Kenner created for the Memphis
Zoological Society several years ago. These pictures have won kudos in national competitions and
have been featured in Nikon World magazine.
Kenner has also won awards for an exhibit titled
"Trashed Treasures," which consists of black-andwhite prints hand painted with watercolors and
oils. His latest foray into the world of fine-art
photography involves a technique called Polaroid
transfer, in which the photographer prints images
on textured paper and meticulously hand tints

A lemur lends a helping hand to Kenner, who shoots
photos at the Memphis Zoo.

them with watercolors.
Kenner recently returned to film, a medium he
had abandoned long ago. Reminiscent of an old
Japanese horror movie, Kenner's 30-second spot
for the Memphis Zoo's "Dinosaurs Live" exhibit
depicts a tyrannosaurus towering over the zoo as
patrons make a frenzied exodus. This spot and
one for the Memphis Humane Society have won
several awards.
"I've come full circle," muses Kenner, who
began his career as a film student at The U of M.
"Back then, the department had only one or two
Bolex movie cameras. The idea was, if you can do
it with one camera and one lens, you can do it
with anything. It's ironic that I started with film
in Memphis, left Memphis and returned home to
do films again. At The University of Memphis, I
learned to do a lot with a little. I'm still doing
films on tight budgets, but now I'm winning
awards with them."
After graduation, Kenner packed his bags for
California, where he studied at the Brooks Institute of Photography.
"A lot of students at Brooks didn't know what
studying was," recalls Kenner. "They floundered
their education hours away. But The University
of Memphis had put me into a mode of learning
and had taught me how to study. When I went
to Brooks, I learned what I wanted to
know about still photography."
Kenner's route back to Memphis
included a long stint in New York,
where he learned about special effects photography by working with
masters of the trade. Returning to
his hometown, Kenner opened a studio and began using his newfound
expertise to produce dazzling photos
for corporate advertisements and
annual reports.
Located in Memphis' Pinch District, Kenner's studio appears abandoned-an old warehouse with cracked
windows, rusty padlocks and peeling
paint. No sign announces Kenner's
presence. But at the top of a steep
flight of stairs is a spacious studio
brimming with state-of-the-art
equipment. It is here that Kenner
works his photographic magic, transforming the ordinary into the extraordinary. Today he's shooting an artificial hip. Because
its gleaming steel reflects everything in the room,
Kenner has built a large white box to surround the
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"See how his tail is up? When he raises his tail and lowers his head and your only protection is a camera lens,
your heart will know true excitement," says Kenner, who photographed this rhino in Masa Mara, Kenya.

prosthesis. One small hole has been cut out of the
enclosure for his camera lens. The shoot will take
half a day, Kenner explains, though erecting the
box took much longer.
One of his most successful endeavors has been
a thriving trade in stock photography, in which
businesses worldwide pay to use his photos.
Kenner points to a frog-shaped gift bag perched on
a shelf in his studio. A company bought one-time
rights to that image, he explains, and the bag is
now sold in stores throughout the nation. The
photographer has also completed projects for such
corporations as Disney, Promus, Land's End and
IBM, and has had his work published in Time and
USA Today.
A list of Kenner's exhibits and photographic
awards printed on continuous feed paper extends three-and-a-halffeet long. Yet where are all
these awards displayed? They are framed, matted and covering the walls of his bathroom. "An
award is just somebody's point of view," says
Kenner with a deprecatory sweep of the hand.
"This image won 'The Best of Nature' in American Photo's International Contest. That doesn't
mean anything. It's just an opinion. Who's to say

what's best?"
Kenner doesn't have time to rest on his laurels;
he's too busy planning and executing projects.
An exhibit of his work currently hangs in the
Memphis International Airport as part of
Memphis in May's celebration of Thailand. He is
also working on a poster series for the Memphis
Botanic Garden and recently completed a film
for Les Passees. In the past nine years, Kenner
has traversed the globe, shooting in exotic locales
from Tanzania to Europe to New Zealand. Now
he's planning trips to Alaska and Honduras.
Though he enjoys "tame" assignments-like
shooting flowers and hip joints-the adrenaline rush comes when Kenner faces the unexpected.
''When the rhino charged me, I wasn't ready,"
says Kenner. "But when it was there, I saw it and
started shooting. When the lion charged, I wasn't
ready for that, either. In situations like that, my
heart is just pounding out of my chest.
"The idea is to shoot the action without getting
destroyed," he continues. "I'm not there to enjoy the
show; I'm there to shoot the show.
"Shoot. And then run."
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Last fall, this lawyer and part-time actor from Nashville
became the University's first graduate to be elected to
the U.S. Senate.

•

FRED Dalton
THOMPSON sr.
By Elizabeth W. Marshburn

e has portrayed an imposing admiral in The Hunt for Red October. A
White House chief of staff in In the
Line ofFire. An airport official in Die
Hard 2. But now Fred Thompson
(B.S. '64) is playing his most challenging role: as
senior U.S. senator from Tennessee.
Last fall, Thompson defeated Democrat Jim
Cooper in a hotly contested race for the seat vacated by Vice President Al Gore. Before he had cast
his first vote as senator, Thompson had already
begun cutting a swath through Washington's political circles. In December he delivered the televised Republican response to President Bill
Clinton's tax-cut
speech. By the time
the 1995 Senate term
began, Thompson
was hard at work on
legislation reflecting
issues he had espoused during his
campaign-unfunded mandates,
the balanced budget
amendment and
term limits, to name
a few. He also helped
manage the Congressional Accountability Act, which
was the first bill of
the 104th Congress
to become law.
'We've got an opportunity here that
may come along once
in a generation," says

H

•
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Thompson. "I feel like we have an excellent chance
to get things done-things I campaigned on. We've
already gotten some of it done and we're moving
right along on other things that will be coming to
the floor before long."
Thompson began his career as a political science
and philosophy scholar at The University of Memphis. Like other married students with young children, he was locked into a cycle of work and study.
"I've got a lot of fond memories of the University," recalls Thompson, who has delivered two
commencement addresses at the Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law and whose son, Tony,
graduated from the law school in 1992. "I worked

at Lowenstein's East and Bond's Men's Store at
Poplar Plaza Shopping Center. When I got through
with my classes, I'dgotoworkuntil about 9 o'clock.
Then I'd go home and eat dinner and study.
'We lived in Vet Village at the time. They were
old army-barracks-looking things (located where
Meeman Journalism Building now stands). We
paid about $35 a month, including utilities. It was
a great deal. Those were good days."
After graduation, Thompson attended law school
at Vanderbilt University and then moved to his
hometown, Lawrenceburg, to practice law. He
served as an assistant U.S. attorney, as Middle
Tennessee Senate campaign manager for his political mentor Howard Baker and as a Nashville
lawyer before entering the public spotlight as chief
minority counsel on the Senate Watergate Committee.
When the 30-year-old Thompson arrived in
Washington to work for the committee, he believed
President Richard Nixon to be innocent. But
Thompson's confidence in the president was shattered when he learned of the White House taping
system .
"There was an aura of unreality, something like
the feeling one gets when he is the first to see a
major accident on the highway," writes Thompson
in his book At That Point in Time. 'Was I actually
sitting there in the possession ofinformation, known
to only a handful of people in the world, that might
ultimately mean the impeachment, the downfall,
of the leader of the most powerful nation on earth?"
Indeed, the lawyer was privy to secrets that
would shake the foundations of Washington and
culminate in President Nixon's political demise.
Returning to his Nashville law practice, Thom pson helped depose another powerful politico. Gov.
Ray Blanton had dismissed Marie Ragghianti
from her position as chairman of the state's Pardons and Parole Board because she questioned
the early release of several prisoners. Thompson
represented Ragghianti in a lawsuit that exposed
a clemency-for-cash scandal and toppled the
Blanton administration, sending the governor
and several of his aides to prison.
When Hollywood producers began filming a
motion picture about the scandal, Thompson volunteered to play himself. Though Marie was not a
box-office hit, Thompson received favorable reviews and soon embarked on a part-time career as
a character actor. While maintaining law offices in
Nashville and Washington, Thompson appeared in
almost two dozen movies and in numerous television programs ranging from Roseanne to Matlock .

Marie Ragghianti (at left) was portrayed by actress
Sissy Spacek (at right) in Marie, the motion picture
based on the Tennessee political scandal
Ragghianti exposed. Fred Thompson, who
represented Ragghianti in her lawsuit against Gov.
Ray Blanton, played himself in the film . He went on
to act in more than 20 motion pictures.

Thompson, who played a U.S . senator in Born
Yesterday, learned more about the government by
serving as a lobbyist and as special counsel to the
U.S. Senate Intelligence and Foreign Relations
Committees. In spite of his broad political experience, Thompson's opposition to career politicians is
vehement. He announced in J anuarythat he would
co-sponsor a constitutional amendment to limit
senators to 12 years of service and representatives
to six. In keeping with this philosophy, Thompson
has vowed to serve no more than two full terms
before returning to the private sector.
But for now, he is focusing his energies on the
business of lawmaking-particularly ensuring
that his colleagues are fiscally responsible.
"I think that the budget deficit is the greatest
challenge that we face as a country today," says
Thompson. "It's going to catch up with us in the
near future and it's going to be very tough to
balance, but we've got to do that. I think that's one
of the reasons I was sent here."
Although he contends that Congress should
consist of "people who look at politics as an interruption to a career, rather than a career," Thompson admits he is proud to serve the people of
Tennessee.
"Outside of personal things involving my children," he says, "I think getting elected to the
Senate is the most important thing that I've
done."
While Thompson takes his new responsibilities
seriously, he also finds humor in public service.
"I've still got a lot to learn about Washington,"
he joked at a Washington Press Club dinner.
"Why, yesterday I accidentally spent some of
my own money."

•

•
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GREGORY M.

DUCKET

This alumnus traveled a circuitous
route down several political avenues
before accepting a high-profile career
in health care.

By Virginia McAfee Davis
ad he chosen a different road, Gregory M. events occurred that changed Duckett's life.
Duckett (J.D. '85) might now be among Hackett lost his bid for re-election to Dr.
Washington's powerful insiders.
W.W. Herenton (M.A. '66), and Duckett's son
In 1987, just two years out of law school, was hospitalized. Instead of spending election
Duckett was a valued staff member for Ten- day at Hackett campaign headquarters, Duckett
nessee Sen. Al Gore ('68). A series of prestigious stayed by his son's side.
appointments in Memphis city
As Steven recovered and
government culminated in
the city administration
Duckett's May 1991 ascenchanged, Duckett assessed
sion to chief administrative
his future.
officer under Mayor Dick
"That election-day epiHackett ('7 3).
sode put life in its proper
Duckett was 31, the first
perspective for me," Duckett
black and youngest person
says. "It became a situation
ever charged with running
of not 'What's going to hapthe city's day-to-day operapen to Greg?' but 'What does
tions. Friends began encourGreg want to do with his
aging him to seek public
life?"'
office.
In Duckett's mind, the
"I was on a fast track
importance of family outtoward political involvement,
shone the potential glories of
one that had consumed me,
a political career. He left city
but not one that I had totally
government in December
convinced myself I wanted to
1991 to join Baptist Memorial
be on," Duckett says. "I had
Health Care System, which
begun to see the demands it
has 30 corporations in three
puts on an individual."
states. As senior vice president, Duckett now
Duckett and his wife, Brenda, had started oversees six business departments and is corpotheir family, but Duckett's busy schedule pre- rate counsel for the system.
vented him from spending much time with his
Duckett doesn't regret any of his choices. The
son, Steven. One Saturday Duckett opened his first of several momentous decisions came when
closet to dress for a rare day of leisure. Assuming he graduated from Memphis Hillcrest High
his father was leaving for work, Steven said, "Bye, School and declined athletic scholarships from
Daddy."
two universities.
"That was a rude awakening," Duckett says.
"I resent stereotypes tremendously," Duckett
"My son was beginning to know more about me says. "The stereotype at that time was the dumbthan I knew of him. That started me thinking jock syndrome-if you played sports and if you
about what's really important."
were an African American, then you were at colDuring the 1991 city elections, simultaneous lege because you played ball and not because of
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your academic abilities."
Duckett opted to attend Oberlin College on an
academic scholarship. He didn't consider a political career until his sophomore year, when he interned for U.S. Rep. Harold Ford of Memphis.
"During that internship I began to feel a sense of
fulfillment at the close of each day, a feeling as
though I had helped somebody," Duckett says. "I
realized I wanted to be in a position to serve the
community."
After finishing college Duckett entered the
University's Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law
and quickly established himself a leader. In
1983 Duckett and a partner were the first black
students to win the school's advanced appellate
moot court competition. Duckett's election to the
presidency of the student bar association in 1984
signaled a change in climate at the law school,
according to his former professor, Robert Banks.
"The law school environment was very different as compared to now, especially in the area
ofrace relations," Banks says. "Greg's approach in
dealing with other students and running for the
presidency made black students feel more confident about being treated fairly and equally in law
school programs."
While earning his law degree, Duckett worked
with the Shelby County Democratic Executive
Committee and Gore's successful senatorial campaign. He joined Gore's staff full time in 1985
after graduating and passing the Tennessee bar
exam. During the next two years, Duckett worked
his way from staff assistant to state counsel.
Impressed by the job he was doing for Gore,
Mayor Hackett offered Duckett a post in his administration. At the time, Gore had begun a nomination campaign for the U.S. presidency.
"I had a dilemma," Duckett recalls. "Should I
leave the staff of a guy who might be president
of the United States to work in city government?
I had always wanted to be in Memphis and be
involved in making policies that impact the community on a daily basis."
Gore advised Duckett to seize the opportunity.
"I'll forever admire Al for that-he separated
his personal interest from what he felt was my
personal best interest. It takes a big person to do
that," Duckett says.
Vice President Gore is equally warm in describing his former adviser. "Greg is a valued and
trusted friend who did an outstanding job for me
and the community while I was a U.S. senator,"
Gore says.
Duckett first served as Hackett's public ser-

Greg Duckett was the first black and youngest person to
serve as Memphis' chief administrative officer. He is
now senior vice president and corporate counsel for
Baptist Memorial Health Care System, which has 30
corporations in three states. (Photos by Greg Campbell)

vice director, later managing the Housing and
Community Development division. Duckett's appointment as CAO was criticized by some segments of the community as an attempt to garner
black votes during an election year; he says
Hackett took a risk in making the appointment.
Hackett, now senior vice president for ALSACSt. Jude Children's Research Hospital, says
Duckett's management abilities, education and
knowledge of city government made him the only
choice for Memphis' highest non-elected position.
"Having seen the manner in which Greg conducted his business and personal life, I never
did and still don't see the risk of bringing people
of his stature and character into city government," Hackett says. "Many of our administration's accomplishments can be credited to Greg
and his leadership. His performance was nothing
short of superlative."
Though Duckett traded a public career for a
private one, his schedule is still hectic. His family
is growing-Steven, 5, now has a 2-year-old
sister, Kelsey. Duckett makes time to coach his
son's tee ball team and serve on committees and
the boards of several organizations, including
Youth Villages.
Family issues, overburdened juvenile justice
systems and education are among his main concerns.
"Hopefully, one day we'll get our arms around
some of these societal problems," he says. ''You
come into the world, ignorance is bliss, and by the
time you realize a lot of the things you should be
doing, it could be too late to make a difference."
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Addicted rats at The U of Mmay offer a reliable model for studying drug abuse, says one
University neuropsychologist. Because the ratio of addiction in rats and humans is about the
same, research examining drug dependence in rodents may explain why people get hooked.
By Susan Milner
i e today can be a real rat race. Consider the 400 or
so Long-Evans Hooded rats inhabiting steel-mesh
cages on the top floor of The U of M's Psychology
Building. These black-and-white furry creatures
spend hours pressing levers for food, roaming circular mazes or gnawing on their metal cages in
boredom. 'ke many of their human counterparts,
al:iout 10 t o 15 percent of these rodents deal with
s ress by s ecting a drug of choice-amphetamines,
cocaine orc morphine.
But their addictions, aided and abetted by University researchers, serves a useful purpose. By
studying chemical dependency in animals, scientists hope to be able to translate the results to
humans.
What causes a vulnerability to addiction? Dr.
Guy Mittleman and his colleagues in the
University's Psychology Department look to
their colony of rats to help supply the answer.
"The point is there are a lot of people exposed
to addictive drugs," says Dr. Mittleman, an associate professor of psychology who has done postdoctoral research in England, France and Canada. "Some of them go on to become addicted or, at
least, very vigorous users of drugs, while others
don't ever try them again. The question is why?"
By studying the rats' brain structures and functions, Dr. Mittleman and his associates are trying
to detect if there is a biological tendency toward
addiction. They are also looking at the relationship between drug addiction and psychopathology-the study of mental disorders to describe
and explain aberrant behavior. Tremendous individual differences to addictive substances exist
on both human and animal levels.

"For some people, certain drugs make them feel
amazingly wonderful," says Dr. Mittleman. "When
you talk to these people, they'll tell you that they
felt addicted from the moment they first tried it.
"For others, the drug may be used just on
weekends for five to 10 years, then they'll stop.
Our research deals with providing an animal
model to find out why this wide range exists."
Dr. Mittleman's most notorious research subject, a male rodent named Sid, was not only the
worst addict out of 500 rats, but presented a
picture of drug addiction not normally seen. Although he was weaned from drugs and recently
died a natural death, during his lifetime Sid dosed
himself on amphetamines at levels that would
normally kill. As Dr. Mittleman observed, Sid
and many of his offspring were also emotionally
different-timid, anxious and fearful-unlike
the stereotypical sociable addict who takes drugs
to feel good. Sid, he says, slowly lost his grip and
slid into an intense addiction that went beyond
the mere chemical.
"Sid's personality contributed to his high level
of drug use," says Dr. Mittleman, who likes to
compare Sid to humans who sleep in Dumpsters,
eat out of garbage cans and beg for spare change.
"Sid and many of his offspring just seem to be
hyper-emotional. It's interesting because one thing
that tends to go with emotionalism is a high level
of drug addiction-in rats and humans."
To determine vulnerability to drug addiction,
rats are isolated for 10-to-12-day intervals tethered to cardiac catheters that instantly deliver
amphetamines, cocaine or morphine on demand.
Because rats naturally stick their noses in tiny

Photos by Gil Michael
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holes, nose pokes in their cages trigger the mechanism that releases drugs through the catheter. By
using these devices, the rats may choose their
drugs and dosages. Computers track the activity,
time of day and amount of drugs used.
"The rats seem relatively happy in this environment, but there are huge differences in how they
act toward their food and the drugs," says graduate
research assistant Mary Schmelzeis, who uses
many of the rats in her
studies. "Some go hide
on the opposite side of
the cage after the first
drug use. Others just
glue themselves to the
holes and forget to eat.
. .~
I think they get so wiped
~
:
____
out on drugs that
l
they're just not interested." These behavior
variations mirror the
range found in human
substance abusers, says Graduate research
Dr. Mittleman.
assistant Mary Schmelzeis
Using a road map of the rat's brain, University
researchers, including Dr. Alison Bratt from England, are striving to understand addiction at its
most basic level. By injecting substances directly
into rats' brains, researchers produce lesions similar to those seen in humans who abuse drugs.
"Do these changes make individuals more vulnerable to drug addiction?" asks Dr. Mittleman.
The answer may help scientists understand why
people get hooked on drugs and resolve fundamental questions on brain physiology. By injecting
neurotoxins into the brain, a single neurotransmitter-a chemical substance released from nerve
endings to transmit impulses-can be effectively
altered.
"By manipulating certain areas of the brain, we
are able to see what each neurotransmitter has to
do with certain types of behavior," says Dr.
Mittleman.
It is even possible to produce the type of
damage in animals that approximates schizophrenia, he says. These changes might explain
the increased tendency toward drug addiction
among schizophrenics.
"Some of my research deals with people who
have certain brain changes and also have to take
medications for conditions like schizophrenia,"
says Dr. Mittleman, who, with graduate research
assistant Patricia LeDuc, is integrating studies
on mental health and addiction in both humans
and animals. "Perhaps the prescribed medications in some way promote drug abuse. Producing
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these neuropathological changes in rats may help
answer the question."
Motivational changes in rats with brain
lesions are also being studied by Schmelzeis, who
plans to receive her master's degree this year. In
this study, animals are trained to press levers to
receive food . After a successful attempt, the number of required presses increases before food is
released. Detailed records are kept measuring the
number of presses each rat is willing to make
before receiving food. Eventually, the rodents
reach their breakpoints, where the number of
presses demanded surpasses their desire for food.
Schmelzeis found that the rats were willing to
work much harder for food rewards after receiving certain brain lesions. This fact, says Dr.
Mittleman, suggests that the rats' perceptions of
the rewards had changed because ofbrain damage.
"It's an unusual approach to the problem of
addiction," Dr. Mittleman says. "The question Mary
now is going to address is: If these rats also are
altered in the self-administration of drugs, are
they going to be more sensitive to drug addiction?"
Drug abuse by the general public has declined significantly in the past few years,
according to the National Institute on Drug
Abuse. But this statistic offers little comfort for
those snared by addiction. Research in understanding the neural differences of the brain and
how these changes affect drug abuse may be the
immediate contribution of his research, says Dr.
Mittleman. But answers to theoretical queries on
physiology may also be found within the tiny
heads of these rats.
"This just isn't about drugs and abuse," Dr.
Mittleman says. "There are bigger questions behind some of these issues. We are also learning
about fundamental functional relationships
within the brain. That makes our research
very valuable."

H EAT:11 IY BODIES
By Greg Russell

Whether going for Olympic gold or working off a few extra pounds, fitness buffs
can find expert assistance at the University's Exercise and Sport Sciences
Laboratory.

I

Dr. Richard Kreider uses a specially adapted arm ergometer to
evaluate anaerobic performance on swimmer John Steffan.
(Photos by Mike Murray)

t's a health spa with an intellectual personality; a research laboratory that
could mean Olympic gold for
swimmers, added strength for
weightlifters or a few less
pounds for overweight office
workers.
The University of Memphis'
Exercise and Sport Sciences
Laboratory is an instructional
and research facility that focuses on human performance.
Dr. Lawrence Weiss, who has
headed the lab since its opening
last year, says the 3,000-squarefoot facility is equipped to serve
a diverse clientele ranging
from police, fire and military
personnel to high-performance
athletes and individuals needing rehabilitation services.
The laboratory serves a threefold purpose, says Dr. Ralph

Dr. Alison Bratt from England (at left) and Dr. Guy
Mittleman hope their research on rats may answer
basic questions about human drug addiction.
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Wilcox, chairman of the Human Movement Sciences and Education Department.
"It represents an instructional and clinical environment for undergraduate and graduate students
studying exercise science and health promotion,
serves as a multidimensional research lab and
provides a service to the community," Dr. Wilcox
explains.
The facility's eight research stations enable
researchers to conduct stress tests, blood
analyses, cardiovascular performance tests,
nutritional analyses, musculoskeletal and body
composition assessments and psychomotor performance tests. A planned laboratory expansion will
support endocrine and cellular muscle physiology
research.
The lab's diversity is demonstrated through
four current studies, one of which monitors the
nutritional patterns of children in the Memphis
City Schools. "In many cases these children are
malnourished or overweight," says Dr. Richard
Kreider, associate professor of human movement
sciences and education. Researchers study the
children's diets and lifestyles, screen cholesterol
intake, check blood pressure and conduct general fitness assessments. The study's findings enable teachers to make nutritional recommendations for students with potential health
problems.
Another study led by Dr. Kreider examines
how a nutritional supplement called creatine
monohydrate affects body composition, strength
and fatigue. Twenty-three weightlifters were involved in the research project, sponsored by Experimental and Applied Sciences, a sport and
nutrition company.
"So many supplements with remarkable
claims are being dumped on consumers these

Andrew Fry, an authority on endocrinology and
muscle physiology; Dr. Mary Walling, a sport and
exercise psychologist; and Dr. Yuhua Li, who specializes in motor learning and control.
With their wide range of expertise, this cadre
of researchers forms the core of the Exercise
and Sport Sciences branch of the Human Movement Sciences and Education Department. The
department's title was recently changed to reflect a change in focus and mission, says Dr.
Wilcox.
''We moved away from trying to be everything
to everyone," he explains. ''We have a new twopronged approach, centering on exercise and sport
sciences, and sport and leisure commerce."
By refining its mission and opening a new lab,
the department is now able to provide enhanced
services to individual athletes, as well as to
coaches and athletic teams. Services available
to the public include general fitness testing,
maximal oxygen uptake and anaerobic
threshold testing, body composition assessments
and nutritional analyses.
To set up an appointment, call 901/678-5388.

days," Dr. Kreider says. "This study will show
what effect, if any, this supplement has."
A project funded by The Promus Companies
Inc. is providing young athletes in The U of M
swim club with detailed analyses on excelling in
a sport where victories are measured in milliseconds.
''This lab could be the difference in our swimmers not only going to the Olympics, but achieving
medals once they get there," says head coach Rick
Bishop. "It has definitely improved our performance."
One phase of the study requires team members
to swim in a water flume under the surveillance
of strategically placed video cameras. Studying
the video, researchers evaluate the mechanics of
the swimmers, comparing them with worldclass competitors. The athletes also take part in
Dr. Richard Kreider performs a maximal
cardiopulmonary exercise test on Peggy Murphy (M.S.
'94), an area runner.
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Dr. Lawrence Weiss conducts a multi-joint isokinetic
strength test on undergraduate student Kelly Holmes.

}

nutritional, musculoskeletal and psychological
testing.
"Some of these swim-club members are just a
notch below world-class caliber," Dr. Kreider says.
"This service may push them to the top."
Headed by Dr. Weiss, a fourth study determines
the physical attributes that dictate vertical-jump
ability and allows athletes to tailor their training
programs to gain a competitive edge. Results may
eventually improve the performance of basketball,
tennis, volleyball and track athletes.
Besides Dr. Weiss, whose interests lie in musculoskeletal and body composition research, and
Dr. Kreider, whose specialty is cardiovascular research and nutrition, the lab also employs Dr.

Pamela Grindstaff, a graduate research assistant,
measures Sally McDonald's blood lactate levels before
The U of M swim club member competes.
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Charles Holmes
The U of Mhad about a dozen administrators and 6,000 students when Charles Holmes began
his career. Thirty-two years later, he recalls the events that have shaped him and the University.
By Scott Bowden

harles Holmes
(B.S. '57, M.A. '67)
leans back in his
office chair at The University of Memphis and remembers his humble
beginnings in a remodeled
women's bathroom.
"My first day on the job,
I was shown the bathroom-my office-and
then I set about trying to
find a chair, a table, a typewriter and a telephone,"
Holmes says. "I have it a
little bit better today."
Holmes, who retires
this spring as director of
University relations, has
seen the University and
his office space grow
steadily during the past
32 years.
As he worked under four University presidents, Holmes watched enrollment climb from
about 6,000 to more than 20,000. Instrumental in
the institution's last two name changes, he marvels that The U of M has evolved into a modern
research and resource university.
"I have seen this University accomplish so
many things," Holmes says. "We achieve things
here on campus every day that 15 or 20 years
ago, I would never have thought possible."

C

Holmes became interested in journalism as a
junior at Memphis State
College. During his senior
year, he worked with local
public relations executive
HarryWoodbury(B.S. '40)
on the campaign to change
MSC's name to Memphis
State University. Holmes
and other students collected thousands of signatures, including Elvis
Presley's, on a petition
calling for the name
change, which became official July 1, 1957.
"Accomplishments during '56 and '57 made deep
impressions on a lot ofstudents," Holmes says. "I
suspect students who
were here during the
most recent name change will show that same
type of dedication to the school because they were
a part of a significant happening."
After graduation, Holmes became a generalassignment and police-beat reporter for The
Commercial Appeal. His career was interrupted
during a stint in the Army from 1958-60, when
he was assigned to the Information Office for the
3rd Armored Division in Germany. There he
organized press conferences for military personnel

released from East Germany during the Cold
War. He also handled news inquiries into Presley's military life and managed to land a role as
an extra in the movie GI Blues.
"I was a jeep driver and appeared on about 14
seconds of footage," Holmes recalls. "A buddy of
mine, Tom Creel, was also an extra. We had a big
time signing autographs for the German girls; they
thought we were movie stars. I signed my name as
'Tab Holmes,' after movie star Tab Hunter."
When he returned to The Commercial Appeal
in 1960, the movie had just been released. Holmes
was assigned to write a favorable review of GI
Blues after a critic panned the film.
"I wrote that it was great and that there were
two Memphians in GI Blues-Charles Holmes and
some other guy named Elvis Presley,'' Holmes
says. "I explained that Elvis got higher billing
because he could sing better."
Holmes went to work for his alma mater in
1962 when then-President Cecil C. Humphreys
offered him a job as The U of M's first public
information director. Shortly thereafter, Holmes
produced the University's first student-recruitment publication.
"The bigger part of the women's rest room I
worked in was a printing press area, which a
couple of students handled,'' Holmes says. "We
produced some awful-looking booklet telling
people how great Memphis State was. We used
blue ink because we didn't want to use just
black and white, and all the people came out ·
looking blue. But it was all we had."
The '60s were a "boom era" for higher education,
says Holmes, noting that most of the campus buildings were built during that decade. But the '60s
were also tumultuous, with several momentous
events demanding Holmes' expertise.
After the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., Holmes volunteered to handle press
relations for the Memphis Police Department.
"I knew the local police would not have the
capability to handle the news media that would
be attracted here from all over the world,"
Holmes says.
When James Earl Ray was arrested for Dr.
King's murder the following summer, Holmes
served as a press liaison for then-Sheriff Bill
Morris ('54) and the judge overseeing pretrial and
final hearings. Holmes also assisted in setting
press guidelines for the Ray trial. Some of
the guidelines-such as metal detectors and photo
ID cards for members of the press-were impleCharles Holmes (at left) and Bill
Sorrels discuss a photo to use in their
book, The Fighting Tigers.
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mented in the trial of assassin Sirhan-Sirhan in
Los Angeles.
"Things we did for those trials set precedents
and are standard now,'' Holmes says.
Although his abilities have been recognized by
several professional organizations, Holmes prefers
to stay out of the spotlight.
"I've always felt that PR people should be heard
and not seen," he says. "There are presidents or
deans who are hired to represent the University;
those are the people who are supposed to get the
credit because they also get the blame."
Holmes somehow found time to co-author The
Fighting Tigers, a historical look at the University's football program, and serve as editorial
liaison for The Exciting Years, which focused on
Dr. Humphreys' tenure at The U ofM.
Holmes will continue to work at the University
on a part-time basis, handling government relations and occasionally tackling big projects.
"I've been trying to retire for over two years now
and President Rawlins keeps giving me one more
project because he knows I go for that," Holmes
says. "There are some benefits to getting to the
point of retiring, but the down side is you have to
get old to be able to retire."
One of those benefits, Holmes says, is traveling
more with his wife, Nancy.
"We really enjoy traveling and exploring Mayan
ruins and visiting countries we've never seen before," he says. "My wife wants to go to Tahiti and
you just don't pop over there for the weekend. You
need time to do these things."
While Holmes enjoys reflecting on his career, he
prefers to look to the future.
"To me, it's been a meaningful life's work,"
Holmes says. "I think the future is greater than
anything we've achieved in the past. I hope everyone continues looking to the future, .but I hope they
will also revere the past and remember those people
who made it possible to be where we are and where
we are going."

NEWSBITS

A new era in Tiger football began Jan. 13 with the selection of William Bernard "Rip"
Scherer as the University's 20th head football coach. Formerly an offensive
coordinator at Alabama, Arizona and Georgia Tech, Scherer was head coach at
James Madison University for the past four years.
His 1994 team finished 10-3, reached the quarterfinals of the Division 1-AA
playoffs and averaged 29.3 points and 378 yards per game. Scherer, his wife,
Michele, and son, Ryan, were welcomed to The U of M with a standing ovation at
half-time of the DePaul basketball game in the Pyramid. (Photo by Mike Murray)

Winning design
The Ned R. McWherter Library
continues to garner praise-the latest from a national organization.
Representatives from the architectural firm JMGR Inc. have received
an American Institute of Architects
Design Award for their work on the
building.

New beginnings
The University of Memphis has
joined a new, all-sports athletic conference that could initiate basketball
as early as next season. Other conference members will include Alabama-
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Birmingham, Cincinnati, DePaul,
Houston, Louisville, Marquette, St.
Louis, Southern Mississippi, Tulane,
North Carolina-Charlotte and South
Florida.
The desire of several universities
to include football as a conference
sport led to the league's formation.
The Great Midwest and Metro conferences do not offer football as a conference sport.

Special delivery
A University graduate student recently delivered two babies during a
journalism class. The student was in
Cody, Wyo., the professor was in
Memphis, and the rest of the class

NEWSBITS
was scattered from California to Connecticut.
Dr. Rand Flory, an obstetrician, is a
student in Dr. E.W. Brody's journalism administration class taught via
CompuServe, an on-line computer service. Instead of reporting to a classroom, the students attend the weekly
seminar from their computer stations.
Dr. Flory's computer is in his office,
just a few yards from the hospital
where he practices. He interrupted
class discussion twice to deliver babies-a boy and a girl.
The on-line graduate program was
established so students could pursue a
graduate degree without hindering
their professional careers. "But we
never anticipated that our students
would be delivering babies during the
class," Dr. Brody said.

A trimmer waste
The University's Waste Reduction
Program has exceeded goals set for
the year ending September 1994, says
solid waste coordinator Michael L.
Prevost.
Thirty percent of general, construction and landscape wastes generated
on campus were diverted from landfills. In addition to ecological benefits,
more than $8,000 in transportation
costs and landfill fees were avoided
by the waste reduction measures.

Publication celebration
Business Perspectives , a magazine
published by the Bureau of Business
and Economics, has won first place in
a national competition sponsored by
the Association for University Business and Economic Research. Edited
by Delores Bell, the magazine was
cited in the continuing publications
category for excellence in content, writing and design.

Flood of help
The U ofM has been chosen to help
the U.S. Maritime Administration
assess damage sustained by terminals and transportation systems
during the 1993 Midwest floods.
Through a telephone survey and interviews with officials in the flooded
area, University engineering students
compiled a list of damages. Faculty
members also inspected some of the
affected facilities .
The damage estimate will be used
by the U.S. Department of Transportation and the Maritime Administration to develop a recovery plan for
future flooding along the Mississippi
River system.

tral work in Boston. His piece, "The
Ghost Never Smiles," was performed
by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Premiere Orchestra .
Climie's work won an award earlier
this year from the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers.

a research professor in psychology.
Financed by a $217,111 grant from
the National Institutes of Health, Dr.
Eck is examining tobacco's link with
body weight.
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Smokestack
A University researcher is trying
to discover why black women seem
to have more health problems than
their white counterparts.
High on the list of suspected reasons is smoking, says Dr. Linda Eck,
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Fore!
Dr . Chu-Ho Lu, an assistant
professor of mechanical engineering,
is trying to predict how the hightech, carbon-fiber shaft of a modern
golf club will perform off the tee
and on the fairway. He hopes to develop a computer model that will
help manufacturers design better
shafts.

National merit
Dr. William R. Shadish Jr., professor of psychology, has been honored by
two national organizations for his research.
After accepting the American
Evaluation Association's Lazersfeld
Award in Boston, Dr. Shadish was
honored by the American Association
of Marriage and Family Therapy
with its Outstanding Research Publication Award. Dr. Sha dish is the 1988
winner of the University's Distinguished Research Award and a fivetime winner of The U of M Superior
Performance in University Research
Award.

Beautiful music
Peter Climie, a 22-year-old composition major at The U of M, recently
attended the premiere of his orches-

Campus School students (from left) Megan Simpson, Lisa Wang, Kelly Kerr and Keith
Brown examine murals on display for the first time since the old Kennedy Veterans
Hospital closed 30 years ago. Depicting Disney characters, the works were painted in
the hospital's dining hall by German airman Richard Lenz, one of the prisoners of
war assigned to the institution during World War II. The hospital was turned over to
the Veterans Administration in 1946 and became part of the University's South
Campus in 1967. Although most of the buildings on the property were torn down at
that time, the old dining hall was converted into a warehouse. The murals have been
placed in a Campus School hallway adjacent to first-, second- and third-grade
classrooms. (Photo by Mike Murray)
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issues. Her position in judicial affairs
has been filled by Kathryn E. Story
(J.D. '87), who has been in private
practice since 1988 and has served as
an adjunct professor of law at the
University.

Cycle time
A new professional journal is being
published by the University to deal
exclusively with cycle time reduction.
Cycle Time Research, which debuted
in January, is produced by the FedEx
Center for Cycle Time Research,
founded in 1993 as a strategic alliance
between FedEx and The University of
Memphis. Cycle time research is interdisciplinary, using case studies, field
research, field and laboratory experiments and model-building.
Professor of music Angeline Case (M.M. '78) shows off the Music Department's new
Franco-Flemish double manual harpsichord, on which she performed a concert at its
February unveiling. Entirely handmade, the eight-foot-long, $20,000 instrument
features intricate painting on the cabinet and soundboard. (Photo by Mike Murray)

Lucky 13
The University of Memphis has retired basketball jersey No. 13, worn
in the 1950s by Forest Arnold (B.S.
'56, M.Ed. '66) the school's fourth alltime leading scorer.
A three-time honorable mention
All-American, Arnold scored 1,854
points during his college career and
collected 1,109 career rebounds, the
second-highest total ever amassed
by a University player. Drafted by·
the St. Louis Hawks in 1957, Arnold
bypassed a shot at pro ball to become
a minister. He is now a professor at
Central Bible College in Springfield, Mo.
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Search is over
A former sociologist has been appointed dean of the Fogelman College
of Business and Economics. Dr. Donna
M. Randall, chairman of the management and systems department at
Washington State University, will
succeed Interim Dean 0. C. Ferrell
June 15.

Expert advice
Doris R. Kirby (B.A. '82, J.D. '87),
assistant dean for judicial affairs
since 1990, has been appointed assistant to the president-legal. As President Lane Rawlins' legal adviser,
Kirby is the University's top attorney, handling a wide range of

Dr. Benjamin Hooks, former executive
director of the NAACP, recently
addressed a group at the University on
"The Historical View of Race Relations in
Memphis and the Role of the University."
A distinguished adjunct professor of
history and political science at The
U of M, Dr. Hooks retired from the
NAACP last year. (Photo by Mike
Murray)

Cashing In
The 1994 Fall Phonathon was a
huge success. Pledges totaled
$301,776-a 17 percent increase over
the previous year. More than 5,700
pledges were received. Proceeds benefited the Academic Fund, which
provides scholarships, research,
equipment and enrichment resources to the University.
Lawler and order
Attorney Paul Lawler (J.D. '84) has
been elected president of the board of
directors for University District Inc.,
the organization that oversees efforts
of neighborhood and business associations around the University.
The board was formed last year to
preserve and protect University area
neighborhoods. More than 4,000 homes
and businesses from the Normal Station, Messick-Buntyn, Central-Highland-Greer-Southern and University
Area neighborhood associations and
Highland merchants are represented.

National spotlight
An innovative teacher training
program at The U ofM will be featured
in a nationally televised report later
this year.
A film crew visited campus in early
February to shoot scenes of the College of Education and its Professional
Development School Program. The report will be broadcast in May on Teaching to Teachers, a program produced
by the National Education Association and seen on The Learning Channel on cable television systems across
the country.

Alumnus promise
An alumnus has returned to the
University to serve as associate vice
president for advancement/alumni
affairs. Frank R. Holmes (B.A. '75),
who has been executive vice president
of the University of Houston Alumni
Organization since 1984, recently assumed the new position.
"I am proud of my alma mater and
this is a unique privilege to serve it,"
said Holmes. "My goal is to develop
a nationally recognized alumni association." Among other things,
Holmes will oversee an alumni network to help student recruitment
and will direct an alumni loan and
scholarship program for students.

High achievers
The University of Memphis Society
Inc. awarded its 1994 Walter A. Barret
Distinguished Service Award to Memphis businessman and philanthropist
William A. Loewenberg during the
organization's annual dinner meeting.
Dr. Burnett Joiner, president and
chief executive officer of LeMoyneOwen College since 1991, received
UMS' Educator of the Year Award.

Professors of ecology and organismal biology, Drs. Bill A. Simco (at right) and
Kenneth B. Davis Jr. of The U of M Ecological Research Center hold one of their
favorite research subjects-a catfish. By using hormones and selective breeding to
manipulate the sex of newly hatched fish, the researchers have found a way to produce
all-male broods. (Photo by Gil Michael)
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Distinguished In
Dynamic duo
The Whitaker Foundation has given
$750,000 to The University of Memphis and the University of Tennessee,
Memphis, to strengthen the institutions' biomedical engineering programs. The two universities began
separate graduate-level biomedical
engineering programs in 1989. Faculty members have collaborated on
research projects, and students have
taken classes at both schools. The grant
will enable UT and The U ofM to hire
four new professors and equip their
research laboratories.
Scientists at the two Memphis institutions are involved in many research projects, including a search for
a manmade material that can be used
for blood vessels, and trying to learn
why blood clots form along the walls of
damaged arteries.

Ibui, one of the University's two human mummies, recently returned from a checkup
at the University of Tennessee's Regional Forensic Center in Memphis. The 4,000-yearold Egyptian priestess apparently suffered from severe cavities and osteoporosis.
Among injuries Ibui sustained were eight fractured ribs and a fractured pelvis, spine,
sternum and left upper arm. A team of researchers from Boston's Museum of Fine Arts
and Harvard University found Ibui in a rock-cliff tomb in Egypt in 1912. The U of M's
Institute of Egyptian Art and Archaeology acquired the mummy in the mid-1980s.

We are the world
Campus School students are
working on an international science
project with students and scientists
from more than 100 nations. As part
of Global Learning and Observations
toBenefittheEnvironment(GLOBE),
two groups of students are collecting
A-plus programs
environmental data and sharing
The Council for Accreditation of their local observations with other
Counseling and Related Educational participants via the Internet.
Programs has granted a seven-year
At each school, students routinely
accreditation to the University's doc- measure selected features of the air,
torate in counselor education and su- water and earth and send that data to
pervision and the master's degree· a GLOBE collection facility in Boulprograms in community counseling, der, Colo. Their information will be
school counseling and student affairs merged with reports from other locapractice in higher education. The U of tions, and students will receive comM is the only university in Tennessee puter images depicting their
with CACREP accreditation for four observations and those from other
separate counseling programs.
GLOBE schools worldwide.
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Major issue
The University of Memphis will offer a new Bachelor of Science degree in
industrial and systems engineering
this fall.
The degree is designed to meet the
needs of major businesses and industries in the Memphis area, said Dr.
Michael Racer, who directs the program in the Herff College of Engineering. The University has offered
a master's degree in the field for
several years.
Here comes the judge
Judges and court officials from five
states attended classes at The U of M
this spring, but law was not part of the
curriculum. Instead, the Leadership
Institute on Judicial Education concentrated on critical-thinking skills,
problem solving, ethics and communication, said Dr. Patricia H. Murrell,
institute director.
The project was funded by a twoyear, $345,000 grant from the State
Justice Institute of Alexandria, Va.

· duals Receive A-wards

Seven of The University of Memphis' most
eminent alumni and friends were honored in
their contributions to the University and com
At a dinner at The Racquet Club in Memphis,
were presented with the University's highest
tions: the Distinguished Alumni and the Out
Young Alumni Awards.
This year's recipients are Kellye Cash, Dr
Feinstone, Helen and Jabie Hardin, Sara L.
Jim Rout. The outstanding young alumna i
Theresa Montgomery Okwumabua.

Shelby County Mayor Jim Rout ('64) delivers his
acceptance remarks to a crowd of about 200.
A former board member for The University of
Memphis Foundation, Rout has acted as
spokesman for the National Association of Counties
in testimony before the U.S. Congress. He has also
addressed the National Association of Public
Hospitals and other groups about health care
issues. In 1988, he was recognized by President
Ronald Reagan as the outstanding county official
in the southeastern United States; and in 1993, he
was elected regional director of the National
Confirence of Republican County Officials.
Kellye Cash ('87), who achieved recognition as t
1987 Miss America, pauses with her parents, B
and Roy Cash (B.S. '62). Today Cash is a home
motivational speaker and Christian music arti
recorded her first gospel album, I Choose Jesu
1993, and will release her second this year. A
involved in the Christian Coalition, she camp
conservative political candidates and partici
national fund -raising events for Boys and Gi
and inner-city missions.
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Letter from the Associate Vice President

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
DIRECTORS-AT-LARGE
Pos. 1: Bobby Wharton '75 BSET; Pos. 2: Ray
Mullins '70 BA; Pos. 3: Jon Albright '84 SBA;
Pos. 4: Sandra Williams Brooks '87 BSA;
Pos. 5: Dr. Vivian Carter Dillihunt '70 BSEd/
'72 MEdf86 EdD
DISTRICT DIRECTORS
I: Claire Bamett'85 MS (Shelby Co.); II: Charles
Garrett II '83 BSME (Jackson, TN); Ill: Ken
Seaton '85 BSA (Adamsville, TN); IV: Jeffrey
Smith '91 JD, MBA (Rutherford, TN); V:
Fredricka Robertson Schleifer '65 BA (Union
City, TN); VI: TBA; VII: TBA; VIII: Gayle
Powelson '81 BSA (Stclmford, CT); IX: Ron
Hart '81 BSA (Atlanta,, GA); X: Amy Martin
Pey1on '84 BA (Indianapolis, IN); XI: Jeannette
Grand'82 BBA(Houston, TX);XII: Tom Gerdes
'61 SBA (Evergreen, CO); XIII: Paul Spellman
'77 BSA (Redondo Beach, CA)

Helen and Jabie Hardin delight
listeners with witty acceptance
remarks. Founders of Hardin'sSysco Food Services Inc., the
Hardins have spent a lifetime
giving to the community.
Through their financial support
of the University, two Chairs of
Excellence have been
established-one in
combinatoric mathematics, the
other in economics I managerial
journalism. The Hardins have
also contributed to Rhodes
College, Memphis Botanic
Garden and the Memphis Zoo.

CONSTITUENT CHAPTERS
Art: Anna Kay Walker '83 MA; AUSP: Patricia
White '83 MA; Band: Peter Wofford '78 SBA;
Bus. & Econ.: Carl Elliott '84 BBA/'90 MBA;
Educ.: Dr. Marilyn Cox Powell '58 BS, '71
MEd, '76 EdD; Emeriti: Bert Merrill; Engin.:
Mary Jo Barnes Klenk'82 BSME; Jour.: Henry
Bailey '77 BA/'86 JD; Law: Julia Stokes Sayle
'70 JD; Luther C. McClellan: Jenetha Brooks
Brown '76 BBA/'90 MPA; Nursing: Rebecca
Weatherwax Pollan '92 BSN; Univ. College:
Rose Wallace Klimek '85 BPS; Women's
Leadership Council: Barbara Hewitt Lawing
'82 BPS/84 MA; Young Alumni Council:
Julianne Beckman Fermi '88 BS; SGA: Bill
Murray '95
THE U OF M CLUBS
Arizona: Tom Sawner '55 BS; Atlanta: TBA;
Birmingham: Michael Carter '74 BSE/'75 MS;
Boston: Bob Canfield '59 SBA; The Carolinas: David Collins Jr. '82 SBA; Chattanooga:
Richard Bennington '75 JD; Chicago: TBA;
Cincinnati: Gordon Proud '91 BA; Colorado:
TBA; Dallas/Ft. Worth: Gary Crooms '81;
Houston: Richard Vaughan '81 BSCE; Jackson, MS: Danny Simmons '83 BA; Jackson,
TN: Dr. Bill Woods '76 BS; Jacksonville, FL:
Jim "Red" Hoggatt '53 BS/62 MA; Knoxville:
TBA; Little Rock: TBA; Los Angeles: Jennifer Kutz Phenicie '91 BS; Louisville: Janet
Thorpe Estey '80 SBA; Nashville: Steve A.
Muller '81 BS; New Orleans: Rachel Kincaid
'92 BA; New York: Richard Reyle '88 BSA;
Orlando: Kenneth Richie '83 BA/'86 JD;
Pickwick, TN: Dr. Joe M. Cromwell '76 BS; St.
Louis: TBA; San Francisco: TBA; South
Florida: Jim Richens '85 BBA/'87 MBA; Tampa
Bay: Tom Rives '71 BSEd; Washington,
D.C.: Mark Schuermann '90 BA
ALUMNI STAFF
Associate VP for AdvancemenVAlumni
Affairs• Frank Holmes '75 BA
Publications Editor/Communications
Director• Dana A. Tucker '90 BA
Coordinator • Tona Jackson '88 BA/'95 MA
Coordinator • Scott McClain '90 BBA
Coordinator• Michelle Vinson '91 BA
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Dr. Theresa M. Okwumabua (Ph.D. '82)
(second from left) poses with friends before
dinner. A supervising psychologist for the
mental health team assigned to Memphis
City Schools'.Adolescent Parenting Program,
Dr. Okwumabua spearheaded the "Rites of
Passage" youth programs, and three years
ago was elected president of the advisory
board for Project R.A.P. (Responsible
Adolescent Parenting). She supervises
students in the clinical psychology program
at The University of Memphis and runs an
informal mentoring program for minority
psychology students. She also supervises
students completing their predoctoral
internships through The U of M Student
Services Center.

Dr. W. Harry Feinstone accepts his award from
University President V. Lane Rawlins and
Alumni Association President Cato Johnson.
Dr. Feinstone has helped develop more than
400 therapeutic products, including Di-Gel and
Anahist; and research he conducted on sulfa
may have saved thousands of lives during
World War II. He has donated more than
$1 million to the University, making possible
the University's first Chair of Excellence-the
Dr. W. Harry Feinstone Chair of Excellence in
Molecular Biology. He worked at the University
as a distinguished professor of research, served
on the board of The University of Memphis
Society and now is a member of The U of M
Foundation Board.
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sizing high standards, it
reflects The U of M's
of the Alumni Association.
is growing in stature in
expansion into the global
As the Association
academic circles and is
trade arena.
evolves into a major prohaving a tremendous
Indeed, the future is
gram, the critical impetus
impact on the community bright for The University for success will be the
and the world.
of Memphis. It is taking
commitment of our graduThis impact is evident its rightful place as a
ates to their alma mater
in some of our healthmajor urban university
as translated into memrelated research, which is with internationally
bership. Membership
helping thousands of
recognized academic
provides the necessary
people overcome addicprograms.
financial muscle for
tions, combat disease and
And The Campaign for programming; and a large
live more productive
Memphis, the first major, base of members speaks
lives; in major grants
comprehensive effort to
volumes about the value
Frank Holmes (B.A. '75)
from prestigious organiraise $76 million, will
alumni place on their
There is no better time zations like the National
further enhance the
degrees and their support
than now for alumni to be Science Foundation; and
University's image and
of the University.
in the growing awareness its programs.
a part of The University
Please help elevate the
of our colleges and
of Memphis. It is at a
Clearly, the more the
Alumni Association to a
pivotal point in its history schools, like the
University grows in
new level of service by
Fogelman College of
and is gaining the recogprestige, the more valubecoming a member and
Business and Economics- able our degrees become.
nition it deserves. The
by encouraging other
excitement is contagious. which is among the top
For that reason, alumni
alumni to do the same. Be
Many Memphians saw business schools in the
should support what the
a part of the excitement.
the "No More Tiger High" nation-and its Robert
University is doing, and
weeklong series on WMC Wang Center for Interna- the easiest way to do this
TV's evening news broad- tional Business, which
is by becoming a member
cast. Reporter Janice
B:rnach spent hours on
Alumni Dues Program Is Approved
campus interviewing faculty, administrators and
After two years of
effective voice and properson or $800 for joint
grams to support their
students about the
study, The University of
membership. Single or
University's image, the
Memphis Alumni Associa- University. It will create
married senior citizens
quality of its academic
tion Executive Committee an identifiable base of
may join for $400.
programs, the capital gifts has approved a memberalumni who are commitJudge Ann Pugh (J.D.
campaign, the positive
ship dues program.
ted to furthering Univer'75), an Alumni Associapublic relations impact of
"Membership will
sity interests through
tion executive board
intercollegiate athletics
provide resources to exinfluence, involvement
member, is the new proand comprehensive plans pand and improve alumni and financial support.
gram's first life member.
for campus construction
programs, give alumni
A comprehensive
Membership is anticiand beautification. She
ownership of the Associa- benefits package is being
pated to reach 10,000 in
also covered reasons why tion and make it more
compiled. It will include
three to five years.
students select the Uniself-sufficient," said
publications, invitations
Membership checks
versity, its distanceFrank Holmes, associate
to events, membership in and inquiries should be
learning capabilities and vice president for adconstituent chapters and
directed to The Univerthe state-of-the-art Ned R. vancement/alumni affairs. clubs, eligibility to hold
sity of Memphis Alumni
McWherter Library.
"But more importantly, it Association office, and
Association, Memphis,
Broach said the recent will provide opportunities campus privileges.
TN 38152. Or call 901/
name change shows the
to strengthen relationThe cost of single
678-2586.
dramatic progress the
ships between alumni and annual membership is
Make checks payUniversity has achieved
the University."
$25; joint annual memable to The University
in teaching, research and
Membership will
bership is $35. A life
of Memphis Alumni
community service. Not
provide alumni with an
membership is $500 per
Association.
only is The U of M empha- L - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ~
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WASHINGTON, D.C.
University President
V. Lane Rawlins visited
with alumni in the
Alumni nationwide
Washington, D.C., area in
gathered to watch the
April at The Monocle.
Tigers on television and
on the court. Eleven clubs Thanks to club president
Mark Schuermann (B.A.
held Basketball Binges,
'90)
for organizing this
including Chattanooga;
event.
Colorado; Cincinnati;
St. Louis; Jackson,
Miss.; New Orleans;
CH A P ·T ER S
Dallas/Ft. Worth;
Carolinas; Houston;
and Nashville.
AUDIOLOGY AND
Thanks to all alumni
SPEECH-LANGUAGE
who attended and to the
PATHOLOGY
presidents who coordiThe 1995 Mid-South
nated the events.
Conference on CommuniCongratulations to
cative Disorders was held
new club presidents:
in February at The
Rachel Kincaid (B.A. '92), Peabody Hotel. The
Outstanding Student
New Orleans; Janet
Thorpe Estey (B.B.A. '80), Award recipients were
Camilla N abholz and
Louisville, Ky.; Danny
Simmons (B.A. '83),
Dawn Jernigan. The
Outstanding Alumna of
Jackson, Miss.; Richard
Vaughan (B.S. '81),
the Year Award was
presented to Dr. Cynthia
Houston; Gordon Proud
H. Jacobsen (M.S. '73).
(B.A. '91), Cincinnati;
and Mark Schuermann
LUTHERC.
(B.A. '90), Washington,
McCLELLAN BLACK
D.C.
ALUMNI CHAPTER
The Association is
On March 2, a panel of
looking for club leaders
alumni offered words of
in Atlanta, Colorado,
Little Rock and St. Louis, wisdom about the business arena to students in
as well as alumni volunthe University Center.
teers for all clubs. Call
Tona Jackson at 800/678- Career panelists were
Keith C. Kyles (J.D. '82),
8729 for information.
Robert Spence (J.D. '86),
Beverly Robertson
TIGER TRACKERS
(B.S.Ed. '73), Herman
Spring Tiger Trackers
Recruitment events were Ewing (M.B.A. '85), Dr.
Stanley Powell (B.S. '78),
held in Nashville on the
and Adrienne Bailey
General Jackson show(M.U.S. '71). The event
boat; in Chattanooga at
HRH Dumplins; and in
was sponsored by LCM
and Black Scholars
Union City at the home
of former Alumni Associa- Unlimited. The event was
tion president, Dr. Bob
the black alumni
Young (B.S. '58). Special
chapter's first function
thanks to all alumni who with the student group,
attended and supported
according to Melanie
the program.
Cole, president of Black

C
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Scholars Unlimited.
However, because of
student enthusiasm,
many other career events
are being planned.

YOUNG ALUMNI
COUNCIL
Before the Tigers'
spring football game,
alumni and friends
celebrated the sixth
annual Blue-Gray Weekend with the Young
Alumni Council and the
Highland Hundred.
Attendees watched the
Reunion Touch Football
game, joined in a tailgate
party and met head
football coach Rip
Scherer, who broadcast
his radio show live from
the event.
YAC installed the
following officers for
1995: president, Julianne
Fermi (B.S. '88); vice
president of programming, Suzanne Harris
(B.B.A. '89); vice president of membership,
Carolyn Dickens (B.S.
'89); and secretary, Ellen
Arterburn (B.B.A. '88).
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ALUMNI ON-LINE
The U of M Alumni
Association is now offering alumni the opportunity to communicate with
their alma mater via
e-mail. If you have a new
job, address, spouse or
baby, let us know so we
can update our alumni
records and publish the
information in The
University of Memphis
Magazine.
To communicate with
us on-line, e-mail your
information to
"DTUCKER@adminl.
memphis.edu". Or fill out
the form on page 39 and
mail it to Alumni Publications Editor, The University of Memphis Alumni
Association, Memphis,
TN 38152. Also, send
your photograph, which
we will publish if space
allows.

(Photo by Mike Murray)

More Than a Thousand
Attend Career Fair
More than 1,000
students interested in
jobs in business or education attended the 1995
Career Fairs in March,
where they had the
opportunity to network
with potential employers.
The annual event,
s:gonsored by the Alumni
Association and University Placement, attracts
nearly 140 exhibitors
each year. This year,
three career planning
seminars were offered in
conjunction with the
fairs. The response to

those was positive, so
future career fairs will
feature guest speakers.
The Alumni Association will be offering other
programs like Career
Fair, which will focus on
assisting graduates in
career advancement and
job searches in order to
serve alumni, enhance
their stature and
strengthen the affinity
between alumni and their
University.
Watch your mail for
information on these
programs as they evolve.

@Miss. State
@Michigan
SW Louisiana
@Arkansas (Little Rock)
Louisville
@Tulane
@ Cincinnati
Tulsa
Ole Miss
Southern Miss.
@ East Carolina

Sept. 2
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept.30
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov.4
Nov.11
Nov. 18

Lynn Parkes (M.Ed. '76), director of women's athletics at The
University of Memphis, tees off at last year's business golf
tournament. Upcoming golf tournaments include scrambles at
Pickwick Landing State Park; Jackson Country Club in
Jackson, Tenn.; and The Legends Club of Tennessee in
Franklin, Tenn. See calendar on page 33 for details.
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6p.m.
TBA
7p.m.
3 p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
TBA
7p.m.
lp.m.
lp.m.
12:30 p.m.

Thursday 15: Alumni
Golf Scramble, Pickwick
Landing State Park.
Shotgun start, 1:30 p.m.
Alumni dinner with The
U of M coaches, 6:30 p.m.

Friday 4: Luther C.
McClellan Black Alumni
Chapter First Friday
Social Hour, The Aristocrat, 235 Union, 5 to
7p.m.

Friday 2: Luther C.
McClellan Black Alumni
Chapter First Friday
Social Hour, The Aristocrat, 235 Union, 5 to
7p.m.

Saturday 26: Band
Alumni Chapter Back-toSchool Blow-Out for band
alumni and their families.*

Monday 28: Luther C.
McClellan Jazz Night, a
Thursday 22: Emeriti
fundraiser for the Lupus
Club summer trip to the
Foundation Inc.*
WONDERS' Imperial
Tombs of China exhibit,
Cook Convention Center. Tuesday 29: Nursing
Deadline for reservations, Alumni Chapter Barbecue to welcome incoming
June 16.*
nursing students, Alumni
Center. Nursing students
and alumni are invited.
Deadline for reservations,
Friday 7: Luther C.
Aug. 22.*
McClellan Black Alumni
Chapter First Friday
SEPTEMBER
Social Hour, The Aristocrat, 235 Union, 5 to
Saturday 2: Bus trip with
7p.m.
Lunch to Starkville, Miss.
Monday 10: Jackson,
$57 per person with game
Tenn., Club Alumni Golf tickets; $35 per person
Scramble, Jackson
without game tickets.
Country Club. Shotgun
Game starts at 6 p.m. *
start, 1:30 p.m. Alumni
dinner with The U of M
Saturday 9: Ann Arbor,
coaches, 6:30 p.m.
Mich., Alumni Pregame
Event and Pep Rally.
Saturday 22: Nashville
Airline and hotel packClub Alumni Golf
ages are available.*
Scramble, The Legends
Club of Tennessee in
Franklin. Shotgun start,
*Watch your mail for details
on these events. Events are
2 p.m. Alumni dinner
held in Memphis unless
with The U of M coaches,
otherwise indicated.
7p.m.
For information about
Alumni Association events or
programs, call 901 /678-2586
or BOO I 678-8729.
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The University of Memphis Alumni Association
Executive Committee recently approved the
Association's new mission and vision statements.
The statements, objectives and guiding principles
are as follows:

The mission of The University of Memphis Alumni Association is to strengthen the relationship between the alumni and
their alma mater in order to effectively support The University
of Memphis' priorities.
Objectives:
1. Develop a dues program and maintain a strong, active
membership base.
2. Establish effective and consistent communication links with
The University of Memphis community.
3. Create a positive image of both the Alumni Association and
The University of Memphis.
4. Establish programs to support the University, with emphasis on student recruitment and The U of M student body.
5. Develop financial self-sufficiency for expansion and refinement of alumni programs, activities and services.

Gift Annuities A gift annuity allows
friends and alumni of The
University of Memphis to
invest cash or marketable
securities and, through
an annuity contract,
receive fixed payments
for life. This is an ideal
vehicle for those wishing
to increase their retirement incomes while
providing meaningful,
charitable gifts to the
University.
The charitable gift
annuity guarantees
donors income for life
based on investment size,
age of the annuity
beneficiary(ies) and
current market rates.
Generally, an annuity
with The University of
Memphis Foundation
provides a greater rate of
return than is available
at commercial investment
companies.

Frame

Our
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to verify alumni records
and ask for pledges.
Callers use a database
with nearly 40,000
alumni names .
Phonathon gifts
received for the 1994-95
academic fund will help
support undergraduate
scholarships, graduate
fellowships, faculty
research, special equipment needs and enrichment in the various
academic departments
and colleges.
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The University of Memphis students and volunteers called alumni
during the Spring Phonathon to verify alumni records and ask for
pledges to support scholarships and research. Did you say "yes" to
the Tiger? (Photos by Mike Murray)

From February to
April, alumni across the
nation received a friendly
call from a Tiger. It
happened during The
University of Memphis
biannual phonathon,
which is part of the
Alumni Association's
annual giving campaign.
Originating in 1967,
the phonathon consists of
volunteers and paid
student workers who
contact alumni and
friends of the University

E

Alumni Association Moves Forw-ard w-ith a Vision

Mission Statement

'There's a Tiger
On the Line

N

NewName
The University of Memphis alumni can still
order diplomas with the University's new name.
The diploma is 11" x 14" - larger than the
previous document -and will duplicate your
original diploma but will bear current signatures.
The size of the Cecil C. Humphreys School of
Law diplomas will remain 14" x 17".
To cover the University's expenses for verification, printing and shipping, a $20 fee is necessary. Any excess funds will be added to a scholarship endowment.
For information on ordering your diploma, call:

TheU ofM
Commencement Office

901/678-2114.
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Vision Statement
The vision of The University of Memphis Alumni Association is to develop a comprehensive alumni program of national
stature that will create a positive influence for The University
of Memphis in its quest to achieve excellence.
Guiding Principles:
• The Association promotes and focuses alumni support for
the benefit of the University, and the concepts for developing the organizational policies will be determined by the
Association's leadership.
• People are the Association's most important resource. We
will build on our diversity to create a stimulating, enjoyable
and meaningful experience that encourages the participation and support of alumni.
• We are committed to a high standard of ethics that encompasses honesty, openness, fairness and integrity in all our
processes and practices.
• To reflect favorably upon the image of the University and
its alumni and to develop loyalty, we will always strive to
provide excellent services and high-quality programming.
• We will seek to work cooperatively with the University
administration, faculty, students and alumni to aggressively pursue development of new programs and creative
solutions to challenges.

A Plan for Your Future

Because the charitable
gift annuity is part
investment and part gift,
donors receive the following benefits:
• Guaranteed income for
life for donors and/or
beneficiaries.
• Charitable tax deduction with carry-over
for up to five years.
• Capital gains tax
savings on gifts of
appreciated securities.
• Partially tax-free
income.
For information about
planned giving opportunities, contact:

The University
ofMemphis
Office of Development
Alumni Center
Memphis, 1N 38152
901/678-3951

COLUMNS

"The University of Memphis has been a part of our
family's educational background since we settled in
Memphis after the war years. We have watched with
great interest and pleasure the strides the University
has made in developing academic programs. Our
decision to invest in the University Foundation
provided us with the gratification of being a part
of developing education. It also has provided us
a favorable rate of interest as part of a balanced
financial program."
Martha (B.S. '60) and Bill Donigan
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p
Note: All alumni listed in the
"People" section live in Memphis
unless otherwise specified.

'58

DR. CHARLES M. TEMPLE
(B.S. , M.A.'60), president of State
Technical Institute at Memphis, has
received the Fayette County
Chamber of Commerce Educator
of the Year Award.

'59 JULIUS ROBERSON (B.S.,

M.A. '63) has retired from James
Madison University in Harrisonburg, Va. , where he was associate
provost and dean of the College of
Integrated Science and Technology.

'60 DR. THOMAS BANKS (B.A.),
professor of English at Ohio
Northern University, has been
named to the university's Sara
Ridenour Chair of Humanities for
the 1994-95 academic year. He
and his wife , Jeraldine, have three
children, Kristine, Leslie and Seth.

MAJ. GEN. DONALD R. GARDNER
(B.S ., M.A. '73), who completed
a tour of Japan and received the
Distinguished Service Medal, has
retired after 34 years with the
Marine Corps. A 1992 recipient
of The University of Memphis
Distinguished Alumni Award,
he lives in Chester, Va .

E
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DR. MILES H . LOVELACE (B.S .),
a professor of educational administration at Northeast Missouri State
University, and his wife, Nancy,
studied Sources of the Arthurian
Legends at Worcester College of
Oxford University. Miles was also a
visiting scholar at the University of
Istanbul in Turkey for the 1994
spring semester.
EDWARD D. SIMMONS JR .
(B.B.A.), president and owner of The
Ed Simmons Co., and his wife,
Vicki, are parents of Caroline Faith
Simmons, born Aug. 7, 1994.

'62

LT. COL. DAVIDE. BROWN
(B.S ., M .A. '66) has retired from the
Air Force after 28 years. He and his
wife, Emma Lea, live in San Antonio
and will celebrate their 35th
wedding anniversary in June.

'65 KENNETH R. ROACH

(B.B.A., J.D. '75) is administrative
assistant district attorney general
for the 30th judicial district in
Memphis.

'66 DR. LYNDA M. JERIT (B.A.,
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'70 CHARLES E. EARLE (B.S.T.,

'76 TERRY A. BROUGH CB.A.),

M.Ed. '81) is the principal of
Fairview Junior High School in
Memphis. Two of his three children
attend The University of Memphis.

an investment broker at Morgan,
Keegan & Co. Inc., has been
appointed to the company's 1994
Treasurer's Club.

DAVID G. HALE (B.S .), and his
wife, Kathryn, are parents of
Bradley John Hale, born
Sept. 30, 1994. They live in
Englewood, Colo.
JOHN W. KAISER (B.B.A.) is
president and chief executive officer
of Interior Management Inc. in
Wilmington, N.C. He and his wife,
SUSAN TYSON (B.S .Ed . '69),
recently celebrated their 25th
wedding anniversary. They have
two children.
ROBERT W. STEDMAN (B.B.A.)
has retired from South Carolina
Electric and Gas Co., where he was
senior vice president. He lives in
Columbia, S.C.

'71 PAULINE WEAVER

(B.A. , J.D . '79) has been elected to
three-year terms on the board of
governors and the foundation of
the State Bar Association of
California. She lives in Fremont,
Calif.

Bernice Donald

'74 BERNICE DONALD (B.A.,

J .D. '79), U.S. bankruptcy judge, has
received the Association for Women
Attorneys' Marion Griffin-Frances
Loring Award for her achievement
in the law profession.

Sgt. James T. Brooks

DEBORAH THAXTON EATON
(B.S.Ed .), former chief of the
Internal Revenue Service's resources
management division, is controller
of the IRS Nashville district. She
and her husband, Gary, have a
daughter, Caroline.

SGT. JAMES T. BROOKS (B .S.Ed.)
is the recruiting and retention
manager for the Michigan Air
National Guard, a reserve
component of the U.S. Air Fo~ce.
He is assigned to state headquarters
in Lansing, Mich. He and his wife,
Jacqueline, have three children,
Bryant, Brandi and Kamaron.

DR. CAMILLE DILLARD HOLT
(Ed.D.), has been named assistant
vice president for development at
Austin Peay State University.

'77 JOHN ALLEN
FINLEY JR .
.
.

Oakton Community College in Des
Plaines, Ill., has been selected
Illinois Professor of the Year by The
Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of Teaching and the Council
for the Advancement and Support
of Education.

(R~.) has received a doctorate m .

m1mstry from The Southern Baptist
Theol?g_ical Sem~nary. He conducted
his ~m1stry proiect at Raleigh
Baptist Church.

(B.S.Ed.) and her husband, Larry,
are_,parents of Claire McAuley Hall,
born Aug. 28, 1994. Claire has three
brothers, Joseph, Nicholas and
William. The family lives in Plain
City, Ohio.

Tom A. Wright

DR. WILLIAM RISTEY (B.S. ), who
has more than 25 years of experience in the chemical industry, is
employed at Force Industries in
Paoli, Pa.

'61

DR. ROBERT BUCHALTER
(B.S.), is medical director of the
geropsychiatry unit at Baptist
Hospital in Memphis. He is married
to BEVERLY BARUCHMAN (M .Ed.
'79, M.S. '88).
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Ralph M. Shinbaum
RALPH M. SHINBAUM (B .S.) has
been appointed director of employee
relations, compensation and benefits
for Inter-City Products Corp.

'68 ANN H . AVENS (B.S.) is

TOM A. WRIGHT (B.S .Ed.),
president and chief executive officer
of Enterprise National Bank, is
chairman of Boys Club of Memphis'
central board of directors. He is a
member of The University of
Memphis Arts and Sciences
advisory board, Economic Club
of Memphis and the East Memphis
Rotary Club; and is past president
and former member of the
Memphis Museum System's
board of trustees.

BOB PLUNK (B.A.), former. director
of The University of Memphis ·
Alumni Association, has joined Bluff
City Transfer & Storage Co. Inc. as
a relocation speciali~t.

'79 DOUG HARVILLE (B.B.A.) is
an affiliate broker with Reed and
Associates Realtors in Cordova,
Tenn.
LEON R. MARTIN (B .S.E.T.), a
plant engineer at King Finishing Co.
in Statesboro, Ga., is president of
the board of directors of the
American Institute of Plant
Engineers. He is a member of the
·Savannah River Chapter 103, and a
charter member of the Eastern
Carolina Chapter 163.

'72 HENRIETTA BARNES

marketing and fund development
coordinator for Family Services of
Memphis.

BROOKS (B.S.Ed.) recently received
the Black Business Association's
Benny Award .

RON RICH (M.B.A.) is a partner
and vice president of Meetings Plus,
a San Francisco meeting planning
and incentive travel company.

JAMES E. JOHNSON (B.S.Ed .,
M.Ed. '77) is director of instructional support services for the
Pulaski County Special School
District in Little Rock, Ark.

COL. CHARLES"MIKE"RUTLAND
(B.S. ) has retired from the Air Force
as director of training, base defense
and counter-drug at Air Combat
Command in Langley, Va. He lives
in Colorado Springs, Colo.

THOMAS J. LAND (B.B.A.) has
been promoted to colonel in the Air
Force. He is the 55th supply
squadron commander at Offutt Air
Force Base in Omaha, Neb.
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Rita, have a son, Richard, and a
daughter, Katharine Leilani. The
family lives in Alameda, Calif.
THOMAS M. DICKENS JR.
(B.S.E.E.) is design engineer at
Fisher-Arnold Inc. in Memphis.

NAVY LT. DAVID TALBOT
JENKINS (B.A., M.S. '92) is
halfway through a six-month
overseas deployment aboard the
guided missile cruiser USS Anzio,
which has included duty in the
Persian Gulf near Iraq and in
the Adriatic Sea off BosniaHerzegovina.

'78 CAROL MEAD HALL

JO ELLEN MILLS HARTLINE
(B.S ., M.A. '70), author ofselfesteem activity books for children
and founder of a teacher learning
center for 14 inner-city schools in
Phoenix, Ariz., is an instructor and
writer at the University of Phoenix.
Last year she started Casa Kids
camp at the Fransican Renewal
Center and Self-Esteem
for Educators, a training program.

0

LAURIE PETRICK FLYNN (B.A.)
is director of publications/public
relations at The Wheeler School.
She lives in Riverside, R.I.

M.A. '68), English professor at

Jo Ellen Mills Hartline

E

MARK STEVEN MONROE
(B.S.Ed., M.A.T . '80, Ed.D. '92) is
director of educational services at
AMI St. Francis Hospital Behavioral
Services in Memphis. He and his
wife, Donna, are parents of Parker
Thomas and Connor O'Neal, born
Jan. 10, 1995. They also have a
daughter, Katie .

Larry Finch

'75 LARRY FINCH (B .S.Ed.),

H

head basketball coach at The
University of Memphis, is Great
¥idwest Conference Men's Head
Coach of the Year. He is the
all-time winningest coach in
The U of M's his.tory, with
173 wins.

E
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JAMES H. "JIM" SCHIPPERS
(B.P.S.), curator of extension
services for the Tennessee State
Museum·, is director of the
Tennessee Main Street Program,
which provides technical
assistance for the revitalization
of downtown c.o mmercial districtf
He is an executive committee
member of The University of
Memphis Alumni Association; a
member of the National
Institute for the Conservatio_n
of Cultural Property; and a
member of the national advisory
board of Save Outdoor Sculpture,
a committee of the National
· Museum of American Art/
Smithsonian.
DOROTHY A. SMITH (B.B.A.) , a
certified public accountant, has
started her own practice in
Memphis.

(J.D.) has authored a second
collection of poems, Wading the
Russian River. He and his wife,
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'83 ALBERT CANTU (B.B.A.,

M.B.A.'85), vice president of
operations at Terminix International, and his wife , CATHY DIEL
CANTU (B.A. '85), are parents of
Alberto Tomas Cantu Jr. The family
has moved to Memphis from
Philadelphia.

ROBERT C. WINFIELD (B.S.),
vice president of Middle South
Advisory Corp., chaired the
International Association for
Financial Planning, Memphis
Chapter's Smart Money: Everyone's
Financial Planning Expo. He was
also featured in the October cover
article of Kiplinger's Personal
Finance Magazine.

Ann Markey McDonald

'81 CATHERINE McCUISTION
(B.A.), former manager of corporate
communications for Coors Brewing
Co. in Memphis, married Robert
Bennett in Church Hill, Miss. The
couple has purchased an antebellum
plantation and Catherine plans to
write books.
M . ALAN "SKID" ROWE (M.B.A.),
president and chief executive
officer of United American Bank
of Central Florida, and his wife,
Machele, are parents of Kendall
Ellis Rowe, born Feb. 19, 1995.
Kendall has a brother, Taylor Alan.
The family lives in Orlando, Fla.

'82 CHARLOTTE J. BARKER
'80 RICHARD ALAN BUNCH

FRANK R. WHITE (B.B.A. '81), a Memphis firefighter, his wife,
NITA L. DOUGLAS (B .S.E.E. '82), a homemaker, and their yearand-a-half-old son, Andrew, announce the arrival of four additions
to their family. Born Feb. 3, 1995-nine weeks early-the
quadruplets (from left to right) are Joshua, Caleb, Rebekah and
Rachel. "This is a blessing and a gift," said Nita. "Each of our
children is a miracle." (Photo by Phillip Parker)

(M.A.) is an instructor in the
molecular, anatomy and
physiology laboratory at
Nicholls State University in
Thibodaux, La.

COLUMNS

ANN MARKEY McDONALD
(B.B.A.) has been promoted to Navy
lieutenant commander while serving
at Combat Systems Technical
Schools Command, Naval Shipyard
in Vallejo, Calif.
JAMES I. NUNNLEY (B .B.A.) and
his wife, 0 . DENISE ROBINSON
(B.A. '81), are parents of James I.
Nunnley II , born April 12, 1994.
James has a sister, Lenora Denise.
The family lives in Little Rock, Ark.
CRAIG A. SMITH (B.S.) a partner
with Daniel, Clampett, Lilley,
Dalton, Powell and Cunningham
law firm in Springfield, Mo, and his
wife, Jeannine, are parents of Alden
Thomas Smith, born Nov. 3, 1994.
MARK L. WOODS (B.S.C .E .) and
his wife, Margaret, are parents of
Tyler James Woods, born Feb. 3,
1995. Tyler has a sister, Christine.
They live in Little Rock, Ark.

JEFFREY E. CARSON (B.B.A.),
former deputy warden at OCF Ohio
Department of Corrections, has been
promoted to bureau chief of the
Corrections Equal Employment
Opportunity Bureau.
RICHARD CESANI (B.M., M.U.S.
'85), a freelance drummer and
manager of Amro Music's main store
in Memphis, has a radio spot on
WUMR's All Dat Jazz show and is a
band member in The Firm during
The Peabody roof party scene. He
married his wife, Terri, in July
1994.
ROBERT MANERS (B.B.A.) has
joined W. H. Brady Co. as a
Signmark sales territory manager .
He is a member of the American
Society of Safety Engineers and
World Safety Organization.
RORIE TRAMMEL OWENS (B.B.A. ,
M.A. '90), director of foundation

relations for The University of
Memphis Development Office, has
been nominated for the "Simply the
Best" awards presented by the Black
Business Directory and sponsored by
Tennessee Managed Care Network
and LeMoyne-Owen College.
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LEE A. TUBBS (B.P.S) and his wife,
MARILYN M. HELMS (B.B.A '82,
M.B.A. '84, D.B.A. '87), live in
Ringgold, Ga ., where Lee is a sales
representative for Oldham Chemical
Co., and Marilyn is a UC Foundation associate professor of management at the University of Tennessee
at Chattanooga.

DIANNE BARLOW MARTIN (B.A.)
and her husband, Mike, are parents
of John Brantley Martin, born Jan.
23, 1995. John has two sisters, Blair
and Ali.

'85

DAVID C. AND~EWS JR.
(B.B.A.) sells ophthalmic lasers for
LaserSight Inc. and his territory
includes Europe and Africa. He
moved to Orlando from Nashville,
where he was regional sales
manager for a neurological monitor
manufacturer.
CAPT. BENJAMIN PAT HOBDAY
(B.S.M.E.), chief of weapons and
tactics and B-lB instructor weapon
systems officer for the 37th bomb
squadron, 28th bomb wing, at
Ellsworth Air Force Base in South
Dakota, graduated from weapons
school in December.1994.

GREGORY R. SINGLETON
(B.S.Ed., M.S.Ed. '94), assistant
dean of students at Purdue
University, has been re-elected
executive vice president for the
Association of Fraternity Advisers
Inc. and is listed in the 1995
edition of Who's Who in American
Education. He lives in West
Lafayette, Ind.
LISA TURNER SPURLIN (B.S.) of
Atlanta is the regional expert of
whole effluent toxicity for the
United States Environmental
Protection Agency. She and her
husband, Steve, are parents of
Turner Lewis Spurlin, born Aug.
30, 1994.
KEITH A. THWEATT (B.B.A.), vice
president of Lawrin Lighting Inc. in
Kosciusko, Miss., is married to
GINA HURLEY (B.S. '87), a
teacher.

'87 GREGORY TODD DAVIS

(B.B.A.) is married to CYNTHIA
VIRGIN (B.B.A. '88).

MARY HARTSOCH (B.S.), an
actuarial analyst with National Life
Insurance Co. of Montpelier, Vt., is
an associate of the Society of
Actuaries.

Angela Fay Webster
ANGELA FAY WEBSTER (B.B.A.,
M.S. '93), who has been employed at
The University of Memphis
Department of Human Resources
since 1986, has been appointed
manager of employee relations.
She is certified as a human
resources professional by the
Pers1mnel Accreditation Institute.

'86 MARK S. POWELL (B.B.A.),
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BARBARA WHITENER WHITLOW
(B.B.A.) has joined Journal
Communications Inc. as a part-time
accountant. She and her husband,
CRAIG WHITLOW (B.B.A. '84), live
in Franklin, Tenn., with their
daughters, Megan and Samantha.

a financial institution examiner
with the state of Tennessee, and his
wife, Cathy, are parents of Currie
Stephens Powell, born Nov. 9, 19,94.
STEVEN SHEEGOG (B.B.A.), an
audit officer with First Tennessee
National Corp., has been elected
treasurer of the Memphis chapter of
the Institute of Internal Auditors.
ALL.EN SHELTON (B.S.E.E.) and
his wife, Suzanne, were married
April 16, 1994. He works at NASA

LAWRENCE B. MANSFIELD (J.D.),
a partner in the law firm of van der
Hie! and Mansfield, has been elected
president of the Tioga County, Pa.,
Bar Association.

JAMES E. JACOBS (B.B.A.) and
his wife , ELIZABETH ORTH
(B.B.A.), are parents of Samuel
Mason Jacobs, born Jan . 29, 1995.
STEVE McCASLIN (B.B.A.)
and his wife, DANA McCASLIN
(B.B.A.), are parents of Ryan
Steven McCaslin, born Nov. 20,
1994. Ryan has a brother, Hunter.
JOHN LAWRENCE "LARRY"
PORTER (B.B.A.) and his wife,
Christina, are parents of Mary
Kaitlin Porter, born Aug. 29, 1994 .
They live in Atlanta, Ga .

CALIFF (M.F.A.), owner of an art
studio in Memphis and a member of
The University of Memphis Art
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'90 ANGELA MAULDIN DUNN

(B.B.A.) and her husband, Andrew,
live in Nashville.
DAVIDJ. FUNK(B.B.A.) and
KIMBERLY K. PROWELL (B.A.
'92, M.A.T. '93) were married Oct. 8,
1994, at Christ United Methodist
Church in Memphis.

R. DARIN HOLLINGSWORTH
(B.B.A.), an admissions counselor
who represents The University of
Memphis from its regional office in
Murfreesboro, has been elected
president of the Tennessee College
Personnel Association, a division of
the Tennessee Counseling
Association. Hollingsworth, who
serves on the executive committee
ofTCA and edits its newsletter,
lives in Nashville. ·
JOE DEAN NEWCOMB (B .B.A.), a
retired baseball player with the
Toronto B!uejays, is married to

KIMBERLEY BELL TUPY (B.B.A.)
has joined the Texas Department of
Transportation as regional recruiter
of West Texas. She lives in Lubbock.
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PENNY PRICE (B.B.A.) and lives
in Conroe, Texas. He is marketing
manager for a commodities
chemical brokerage and she is a
consultant for an ·international
computer programming consulting
firm.
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JIM ROGERS (B.A., M.A. '94), a
former technical writer for
AutoZone Corp. in Memphis, works
for the Army's Public Affairs Office
in Fort Lee, Va .

SCOTT SCHAKETT (B.A.) of
Chesterfield, Mo. , has been
appointed a U.S. probation officer
for the southern district of Illinois.
LT. MARKS . WHEELER (B.A.)
and his wife, MELISSA PHILLIPS
(B.A.), will be moving from
Washington, D.C., to Naples, Italy,
in June, where Mark will serve a
three-year assignment as assistant
replenishment officer at Naval
Supply Group-Mediterranean.

E
CORY T. ROOKS (B.B .A. ) is an
internal auditor for Blue Cross/Blue
Shield of Memphis and will soon
take the C.P.A. exam.
DONNA HADFIELD FOSS
(Ed.D.), assistant professor in the
department of mathematics and
computer science at the University
of Central Arkansas in Conway, has
been awarded the 1995 Distinguished Dissertation Awa rd by the
Association of Teacher Educators.
DOROTHY SANDERS WELLS
(J .D.), an attorney at Waring Cox
law firm in Memphis, had an
article, "What All Divorce
Attorneys Need to Know About
Employee Benefit Plans," published
in the Tennessee Bar Journal .

Gary Neal Sharp

'91

ANGELIA ATKINS ALLEN
(B.B.A.) and her husband,
Benjamin, are parents of David
Benjamin Allen, born Dec. 9, 1994.
Dav.id has twin brothers, Corey and
Courtney.

'92

JEANNIE BONNER
(B.B.A.), former Washington, D.C.,
The University of Memphis Club
president, is legislative director for
Congressman John J . Duncan Jr.
at his Washington, D.C., office.
CHARLES CUVELIER (B.S.)
married Beth Curtis on Dec. 3,
1994. They live in Ridgeland,
Miss., where he is a park ranger
on the Natchez Trace Parkway.

GARY NEAL SHARP (B.P.S .)
has been promoted to fire chief at
Martin Marietta's Department of
Energy's K-25 Site. He is a
member of the Tennessee
Association of Rescue Squads and
the Tennessee Fire Chiefs
Association. Sharp lives in
Strawberry Plains, Tenn., with his
wife , Amanda, their daughter,
Erynn, and son, Brady.
JILL PARKER WELLS (M.P.A.)
and her husband, Mitchell, are
parents of Wesley Parker Wells,
born Oct. 12, 1994. They live in
Fort Smith, Ark.

'93 THOMAS S. DIVITO

STEVE McBRIDE (B.A.) is a firstyear law student at the University
of Notre Dame.

(B.S.N.) is division officer of general
surgery in ambulatory care and
peri-operative nursing for the Navy
Nurse Corps in Naples, Italy .

KAREN ROACH (B.F.A.) is an
assistant art director at Thomas
Hammond Advertising.

MOLLY BETH FALCONER
(B.B.A., CERT '94) is a paralegal
for FedEx Corp.

'94 JENNIFER CHRISTIE

BORN (B.A.), a teacher and
counselor at Memphis Boy's Town,
married Tom Born Dec. 10, 1994.
They live in Jonesboro, Ark.
ENSIGN THOMAS LEE FIFER
(B.S.E.T.) has completed the Navy
Basic Surface Warfare Officer's
Course.
MELTON THOMAS HARRISON
(B.B.A.) is international divison
sales manager for Orgill Brothers
and Co. in Memphis.
·
HILLARI FINE SASSE (B.P.S.)
has compiled do you know me?
dreaming against the odds in an
American city, a collection of
illustrations and text created by
homeless young Memphians.
University President Lane Rawlins
wrote the book's introduction.
ENSIGN ANTHONY T . SHORT
(B.S.) has completed the Navy
Basic Surface Warfare Officer's
Course.
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MICHAEL H. OWENS (M.B.A.) and
KELLI JEFFRIES (M.S.) are
parents of Michael Harold "Kip"
Owens Jr., born Dec. 9, 1994. They
live in Germantown, Tenn.

'88 MARILYN ISKIWITZ

LT. HOWARD WITTERMAN (B.S.)
and his wife, DANA GREEN
(B.H.E. '89), are parents of Brandon
Roy Witterman , born Nov. 23, 1994.
The family lives in Lisbon Falls,
Maine.

DR. DAVID ROACH (B.S .), a Navy
lieutenant, has graduated from the
University of Tennessee-Memphis
College of Dentistry and is
currently serving in the U.S. Navy
Dental Corps. He is stationed at
Marine Recruit ·Center in Parris
Island, S.C.

ESTHER SHEPHERD McGUINN
(B.S.E.E., J.D. '92), who has a
private law practice in Lynchburg,
Va., and her husband, Bill, are
parents of John William "Jack"
McGuinn IV, born Oct. 29, 1994.

TONDA ZIMMERMAN (B.S.) lives
in Pearisburg, Va., with her
husband, Eric, and their 16-monthold twin daughters, Cozette
Elizabeth and Zoya Lynn.

KIRKSEY (B.S.), has moved to
Nashville with her husband, Jeff, to
serve as scheduler for Gov. Don
Sundquist. Formerly she was staff
assistant in then-Congressman
Sundquist's Washington office.

DEBRA DEAL TRUE (M.S.) and
her husband, Matt, are parents of
Christopher James True, born Jan.
7, 1995. They live in Houston,
Texas.

TONA D. JACKSON (B.A., M.A.
'95), an alumni coordinator for The
Unive~sity of Memphis Alumni
Association's clubs and special
events, has completed her master's
degree in journalism administration.

Barbara Whitener Whitlow

'89 DAPHNE LUBKOWITZ

CHRIS MILLER (B.A.) is a police
officer with the North Little Rock
Police Department in Arkansas .

Tona D. Jackson

JANE HARVEY DEARBORN
(B.B.A.) and her husband, Edward,
are parents of Brandon Matthew
Dearborn, born Nov . 21, 1994. They
live in Chesapeake, Va.

..._

Glenda Reeves O'Connor

Alumni Chapter board of directors,
is showing three paintings at The
U ofM Fogelman Executive Center
this year.

Gregory R. Singleton

RANDY K. MATHENIA (B.M.) and
his wife, MITZI WRIGHT (B .B.A.
'83), are parents of Jordan Frederick
Mathenia, born May 30, 1994.
Jordan has three brothers, Michael,
Patrick and Cameron.

GLENDA REEVES O'CONNOR
(B.B.A.), vice chancellor of
development and alumni affairs at
the University ofTennesseeMemphis, is a member of Council
for the Advancement and Support
of Education and the National
Society of Fund-Raising Executives.
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MARK B. STRUBE (B.S .E .E.,
M.S.E .E. '87) and his wife,
MARLENE E. MAENHOUDT
(B.B.A. '85, M.B.A. '90), are parents
of Matthew Brooks Strube, born
Dec. 27, 1994.

GEORGE ROBERT "JAY" LASHER
(B.S.) and ELAINE PATTERSON
(B .F.A. '87), of Madison, Ala ., are
parents of Ethan Kyle Lasher, born
Jan. 2, 1995. Ethan has a sister,
Emilie Morgan.

THOMAS E. McLEMORE III
(B.E.E.) is president of Professional
Technologies Group Inc. in
Memphis.

L

and will graduate in May 1995 from
the University of Alabama in
Huntsville with a master's degree in
computer engineering. They live in
Decatur, Ala.

'84 JAMES EPLEY (M.A.) is

executive vice president of
Commercial Bank and Trust Co.

p

News/Request:
Duke Everett Yates III
DUKE EVERETT YATES III
(B.B.A.), an affiliate broker for
Lawrence Johnson Realtors in
Memphis, has completed an
extensive training program and has
met the Tennessee Real Estate
Commission licensing requirements.
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IN

MEMORIAM

The University of Memphis Alumni
Association would like to express
sympathy to the families and
friends of these individuals.

Jane S. Franklin (B.S. '59) Oct. 31,
1994.

1960s-70s

Alumni
(listed alphabetically by
graduation dates)

Dr. Wayne J. Armstrong Jr. (B.S.,
M.A. '61), a district director for
The University of Memphis Alumni
Association, March 8, 1995.

1910s-30s

Elsie K. Collins (B.A. '62) Aug. 8,
1994.

Anne S. Boyd (Dip. '24) Nov. 30,
1994.

Carol B. Kalin (B.A. '63) Dec. 25,
1994.

Arthur J. Gemignani (B.S. '32,
LL.B. '40) Jan . 6, 1995.

L. Arnold Siniard (B.S. '63, M.A.
'64) Jan. 31, 1995.

Jeanette A. Colbrunn (B.S. '35)
Jan. 4, 1995.

Marian T. Argo (LL.B. '64) Jan. 10,
1995.

0. Odell Burks (LL.B. '36)'Nov. 2,
1994.

Mary P. Selck (B.S. '64, M.S . '67)
Dec. 7, 1994.

Lillian Emily Humphreys Hendrix
('20) October 1994.

Miriam S. Strauss (B .S. '64, M.A.
'67) Dec. 16, 1994.

Thomas E. Livingston (LL.B. '37)
Oct. 18, 1994.

Jane R. McSpadden (B.S . '65, M.Ed.
'69) Jan. 7, 1995.

Gorden A. Lawhead (B.S . '39)
Jan. 23, 1995.

Glen A. Waldrip (B.S. '65, M.S. '68)
July 16, 1994.

Joseph C. Orman ('39) Jan. 27,
1995.

Irma M. Tyree (M.A. '66) Jan. 30,
1995.

1940s-50s
Mattie B. Dietz (B.S. '41) Dec. 11,
1994.
Leonard C. Dunavant ('41) Feb. 28,
1995.
Margaret F. Posey (B.S. '42) Oct. 25,
1994.
Shirley B. Barksdale (B.S. '48)
Sept. 28, 1994.
Richard J. Akle Jr. (B.S. '49)
Dec. 24, 1994.
H. Bruce Jordan (LL.B. '49) Nov. 4,
1994.
William I. Larue (LL .B . '49) Feb . 2,
1995.
Clifford Legg (LL.B. '49) Jan. 18,
1995.
Raymond C. Tatom (B.S. '50) Dec. 3,
1994.
William S. Lowry (B .S. '51) Nov. 20,
1994.

Helen D. Carney (M.Ed. '67) Feb. 3,
1995.

Emeriti

Fred J. Lovett (B.S.Ed. '76) Dec. 14,
1994.

Betty R. Jones (B.S .Ed. '68)
Jan. 31, 1994.

Linda T. Greenland (M.Ed. '77)
Nov. 28, 1994.

Raymond S. Hill, Dec. 6, 1994.

the University has put into place a strategic plan, which

1980s-90s

Harry L. Krieger, Feb. 1, 1995.

necessitates its first major fund-raising venture, The Campaign

J. B. Turner Jr. (B .B.A. '80)
Sept. 25, 1994.

Dr. John W. McCall Jr., Jan. 26,
1995.

for Memphis. The effort is headed by Memphis businessmen

Robert G. Herring (B.A. '81)
June 19, 1994.

Rev. James L. Netters, Jan. 23,
1995.

John G. Dungan (B.S.E d. '85)
Nov. 22, 1994.

Lonnie E . Robbins Sr., Jan. 30,
1995.

Darwin B. Guererri (B.B.A. '87)
Feb. 12, 1995.

David Mynders Smythe, Feb. 16, ·
1995.

Robert E . Simon (B.S.En. '94)
May 24, 1994.

E. Edward Stewart, Jan. 9, 1995.

Ronald H. Hawkins (B .B.A. '70)
Jan. 26, 1995.
Samuel H. Crump (M.Ed. '71)
Oct. 24, 1994.
J. Michael Eaton (B.B.A. '72)
Nov. 2, 1994.
N. Alan Lubin (B.A. '72, J.D. '75)
Jan. 29, 1995.

Charles A. Bender (B.S. '54)
Dec. 24, 1994.

Larry S. Price (B.B.A. '72) Dec. 8,
1994.

Josephine P. DeBerry (M.A. '55)
Nov. 24, 1994.

John M. Wright (B.S.En. '72)
Jan. 19, 1995.

Woodrow E. Dooley (LL.B. '56)
Aug. 9, 1994.

Jerry G. Koonce II (B.A. '73)
Jan. 10, 1995.

Johnnie M. Stephenson (B.S. '56,
M.A. '65) Dec. 17, 1994.

W. Thomas Siebert ('73) Oct. 18,
1994.

Richard S. Dickerson (LL.B. '57)
Dec. 27, 1994.

Robert L. Collier Jr. (M.B.A. '74),
director of public service for The

George G. Abraham, Dec. 9, 1994.

Wallace A. Woodmansee, Feb. 2,
1995.

and civic leaders William Dunavant, chairman and CEO of
Dunavant Enterprises, and Dr. Willard Sparks, chairman and
CEO of Sparks Companies.
Below University President V. Lane Rawlins answers
three questions frequently asked about The Campaign for
Memphis and why it is critical to The University of Memphis
and those it serves.

Longtime Legislator and
University Supporter Dies

MaryAnne Y. Ward (M.Ed. '68)
Aug. 3, 1994.

Harvey A. Mitchell Jr. (B.S. '69,
M.B.A. '86) Dec. 20, 1994.

students and faculty and to the

Friends
John H. Embury Jr ., Oct. 24, 1994.

Roger D. Allison (B.B.A. '68, J.D.
'72) Oct. 15, 1994.

Sandra D. Kingsbury (B.S .M.E. '69)
Dec. 20, 1994.

Memphis has been dedicated to
scholarly accomplishments of its
enhancement of Memphis and the
global community. With continued commitment to this mission,

Paula T. Walker (B.S.Ed. '79, M.M.
'88) Sept. 9, 1994.

Nola A. James (M .A. '67) Dec. 27,
1993.

Louise G. Blackwell (B .S.Ed. '69,
M.Ed. '89) Oct. 26, 1994.

ince its beginning, The University of

Rufus Gates (B.A. '77) Nov. 7, 1994.

Paul T. Hollingsworth (M.B.A. '67)
Dec. 1, 1994.

Doris T. Mecklin ('51) Dec. 4, 1994.
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University of Memphis, Jan. 22,
1995.

Leonard C. Dunavant

Former state Sen.
Leonard C. Dunavant,
a key player in securing
funding for The University of Memphis'
$27 million Ned R.
McWherter Library,
died of cancer Feb. 28
at age 75.
His death came one
day after the University
announced it was honoring Dunavant by naming
the library's front plaza
after him.
The Millington Republican was known for his
keen knowledge of fiscal
issues and his support of
education. He earned

bipartisan respect for his
financial expertise and
his service as vice chairman of the Senate
Finance, Ways and
Means Committee.
Dunavant represented
Senate District 32 from
the 88th General Assembly through the 98th
session of 1992. He had
previously served three
terms as a state representative.
Born Oct. 29, 1919,
Dunavant served in the
Navy during World War
II and attended Union
University and The
UofM.
Dunavant leaves his
wife, Deloris Marie
Anderson Dunavant; two
daughters,Janene
Pennel and Suzanne
Ripski; a son, Leonard C.
Dunavant Jr.; a brother,
Earl Dunavant; and six
grandchildren.

T H E

COLUMNS

President Rawlins, can't we rely
on the state for our funding?
reach our objectives we must perform at the highest level
in many areas, and we can't do that on state funding alone. Without a successful campaign, we may lose some of what we already have: some of our best people-both students and faculty-which would diminish our capabilities to serve the region and global community. Our objective is for the University
to be a major cultural, economic and social force in this region
and the world. I really cannot overstate the importance of major contributions and commitment from our alumni, friends, and
regional and national corporations and foundations.

To

Why are scholarships and fellowships
important to the University?
heart and soul of the University is its students. Our first
objective is to instruct these students and to create an atmosphere of scholarly attainment. Without plentiful scholarship
opportunities, a university in this day and age simply does not
compete for a representative portion of the very best students
that is necessary to give balance in the student body. Funding
for additional scholarships is our greatest need-the number of
good students without financial means is staggering.

The

Why should individuals invest
in The University of Memphis?
·
B ecause they're investing in the future. First of all, they're
investing in the education of our best and brightest: their children, the children of their employees and their future employees. Contributions to the capital campaign promote critical
areas of research and scholarship, which make this a better society and improve our environment. People tend to think of
research as obscure and unrelated to life. But our primary research areas are directly related to business and social problems
of Memphis. We are developing and emphasizing centers and
programs that deal with issues and problems of a modern society, with an emphasis on urban society where most Americans
live-in fact, where most people in the world live. Anyone who
looks at this needs list will see how directly these programs are
tailored to the needs of the students and citizens in the region
and the world.

The Campaign for Memphis is a three-year effort to strengthen
all parts of the University for the remainder of the I 990s and
beyond. The Campaign's goal is to raise $76 million from
private sources in outright gifts, pledges, and irrevocable trusts.
All gifts, pledges and commitments received through the end
of I 997 will be counted toward these goals.
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